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Energy Harvesting Active Networked Tags (EnHANTs) are a new type of wireless device
in the domain between RFIDs and sensor networks. Future EnHANTs will be small, flexible,
and self-powered devices that can be attached to everyday objects that are traditionally not
networked to enable “Internet of Things” applications. This work describes the design and
development of the EnHANT prototypes and testbed. The current prototypes use thin-film
photovoltaics optimized for indoor light harvesting, form multihop networks using ultra-
low-power Ultra-Wideband Impulse Radio (UWB-IR) transceivers, and implement energy
harvesting adaptive networking protocols. The current testbed enables the evaluation of
different algorithms by exposing individual prototypes to repeatable light conditions based
on real-world irradiance data.
New approaches to characterizing the energy available to energy harvesting devices were
explored. A mobile data-logger was used to record the intensity of ambient light, deter-
mine the light source, and record the acceleration from motion during different real world
activities. These traces were used to model the behavior of photovoltaic and inertial en-
ergy harvesters in real world deployments and can be replayed in the EnHANTs testbed.
In addition, new techniques to evaluate the efficiency of different photovoltaic technologies
under indoor illumination were developed. A proof-of-concept system was built to charac-
terize photovoltaics under a standardized set of conditions in which the radiant intensity and
spectral composition of the light source were systematically varied.
Techniques to structure student research projects within the EnHANTs project were
developed. Project-based learning approaches were implemented to engage students using
real-world system development constraints. A survey of the students showed that this ap-
proach is an effective method for developing technical, professional, and soft skills.
Open source hardware was also applied to EnHANTs project and extended into other do-
mains. A laboratory-based class in flat panel display technology was developed. The course
introduces fundamental concepts of display systems and reinforces these concepts through
the fabrication of three display devices. A lab kit platform was developed to enable remote
students to use low-cost, course specific hardware to complete the lab exercises remotely.
This platform was also applied to external projects targeted at non-university students. A
workshop was developed to teach artists, designers, and hobbyists how to design and build
custom user interfaces using thin-film electronics and rapid prototyping tools. Surveys of
the students and workshop participants showed that this platform is an effective teaching
tool and can be easily adapted and expanded.
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CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION 1
Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1 Background and Motivation
EnHANTs are small, flexible, and energy-autarkic devices that can be attached to objects
that are traditionally not networked. In terms of complexity, throughput, size, and energy
requirements, EnHANTs fit between RFIDs and traditional wireless sensor networks. Like
RFID tags, EnHANTs will be attached to everyday objects, such as books, keys, or cloth-
ing. However, EnHANTs will be active devices with their own power sources and communi-
cate in a distributed multi-hop fashion. Compared to traditional wireless sensor networks,
EnHANTs will operate at lower data rates, consume less energy, and transmit mostly ID
information. The envisioned form factor for EnHANTs is shown in Fig. 1.1.
EnHANTs will provide the infrastructure necessary to enable novel tracking applications.
RFIDs are traditionally used to identify objects, but EnHANTs will be used to continuously
track objects’ locations and their proximity to other objects. Unlike RFIDs, which are only
activate near a reader and only report on themselves, EnHANTs will operate continuously,
achieve pervasive coverage with multi-hop networking, and report on themselves and the
EnHANTs around them. These EnHANTs capabilities will make objects searchable and
significantly simplify the organization of physical objects. For example, books in a library
could be equipped with an EnHANT encoded with a unique ID. Nearby books would ex-
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Figure 1.1: Laser cut mock-up demonstrating the intended EnHANT form factor.
change ID information and the ID of any book that was not similar to its neighbors would
be forwarded through the network of books to a sink node. This would allow librarians
to quickly and easily identify books that are mis-shelved. In general, EnHANTs can be
used to track objects and determine if they are in a desirable or undesirable configuration.
Other examples include real-time inventory tracking, locating misplaced items, and locating
survivors of disasters such as structural collapse.
Recent advances in ultra-low-power wireless communications, ultra-wideband (UWB)
transceivers [7, 8], and thin-film energy harvesting and storage devices [9–12] will enable
the realization of EnHANTs in the near future. The EnHANTs project can be divided
into three main research areas – developing the energy harvesting, storage, and manage-
ment system; developing the UWB transceivers; and developing energy adaptive networking
protocols. Current RF transceiver designs, communication and networking protocols, and
energy harvesting and management techniques have been previously developed in isolation.
The cross-layer interactions between these domains leads to new design challenges. To fully
understand the interactions between the different layers the prototypes and testbed must be
rebuilt from the ground up to integrate the new components.
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1.2 Energy Harvesting and Storage
Many sources of environmental energy, such as light, radio waves, and thermal gradients,
can be used to power EnHANTs. EnHANTs also require an energy storage component so
that the tags can operate when not directly powered by environmental energy.
1.2.1 Photovoltaics
Light is an abundant, promising energy source. A suitable photovoltaic must be small,
lightweight, and mechanically flexible so that it can be integrated unobtrusively with every-
day objects. There are numerous commercially available flexible photovoltaics that match
these requirementsand new thin-film technologies are being actively developed. EnHANTs
are likely to be deployed indoors where the intensity of the light is three orders of magnitude
lower than the intensity of outdoor solar illumination. Throughout this dissertation, the term
“photovoltaic”, rather than the more common term “solar cell”, is used to emphasize that
EnHANTs will primarily harvest indoor light rather than sunlight. Recent studies [13, 14]
reported the total irradiation measured by stationary nodes to be on the order of 1 − 12
J/cm2. However, the amount of energy harvested by a tag will depend on the light source
and the photovolatic.
An ideal solar cell would convert all incident light to electrical energy, but there are
fundamental limits on efficiency. A practical photovoltaic is a device with a fixed bandgap
where photons with energy above the bandgap generate an electron-hole pair that are sepa-
rated to produce usable power. For a single junction photovoltaic with an optimal bandgap
under solar illumination the ultimate efficiency, determined by the Shockley-Queisser limit,
is 33% [15]. The efficiency of a photovoltaic also depends on the source of illumination. The
previous calculations were done for solar illumination, which is broad blackbody radiation
with strong infrared and ultraviolet components. Artificial light sources, such as fluorescent
and incandescent lights, halogen lamps, or light-emitting diodes (LEDs), have spectral out-
puts with narrow peaks in the visible light range. In general low bandgap photovoltaics, such
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Figure 1.2: Light source spectral intensity and photovoltaic spectral response from [1].
as single crystal silicon photovoltaics, are more efficient under outdoor solar illumination and
high bandgap photovoltaics, such as amorphous silicon or organic photovoltaics, are more
efficient under indoor illumination. The relative spectral intensity of different light sources
and the relative spectral sensitivity of different photovoltaics are shown in Fig. 1.2.
1.2.2 Kinetic Energy Harvesters
Everyday activities such as walking or lifting an arm can generate over 60W [16]. It is not
practical to recover all of this energy, but it is possible to harvest a small but useful fraction
of it. For example, energy can be harvested from walking using shoe inserts [17] or inertial
energy harvesters [18]. Researchers have demonstrated a range of existing kinetic energy
harvesters [19] and new harvesters based on novel transduction methods, such as the motion
of conductive or magnetic fluids [20, 21] are currently being developed. The conversion
efficiency of a harvester depends on design of the harvester and the input excitation. One
class of harvesters, inertial harvesters, extract of energy from the displacement of proof
mass, and can be modeled as a second-order mass on a spring system.For these harvesters,
the power output is maximized when the frequency of the input excitation matches the
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Figure 1.3: Second-order mass-spring model an inertial energy harvester.
resonant frequency of the harvester.
An inertial harvester can be modeled as a second-order mass-spring system with a har-
vester proof mass m, proof mass displacement limit ZL, spring constant k, and spring damp-
ing factor b [18, 19, 22] as shown in Fig. 1.3. Two important harvester design parameters
are m and the ZL. The harvester output power, P , increases linearly with m and increases
non-linearly with ZL. However, m and ZL are limited by harvester weight and size con-
siderations.The other two model parameters, k and b, can be tuned to optimize the energy
harvested for given motion properties. The parameter k determines harvester resonant fre-
quency, fr = 2 · pi ·
√
k/m. To maximize power output, the resonant frequency, fr, should
match the dominant frequency of motion, fm. Jointly, k and b determine harvester quality
factor, Q =
√
k ·m/b. The “Q-factor”, Q, determines the spectral width of the harvester. A
harvester with a small Q harvests a wide range of frequencies with a low peak value, while
a harvester with a large Q is finely tuned to its resonant frequency fr.
Inertial harvesters are ideal for harvesting energy from industrial vibrations, which typi-
cally have single a dominant high frequency vibration (>40Hz). Conversely, human motion
is a combination of low frequency (<10 Hz) vibrations with no single dominant frequency,
and the harvester must be carefully designed to maximize energy harvesting [18,23]. In [23],
it was demonstrated that using a properly tuned harvester with a 2g proof mass and a 4.2cm
maximum internal displacement it would be possible to harvest 155±106µW.
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1.2.3 Other Energy Sources
Thermoelectric generators (TEGs) generate electricity from a temperature differential. In in-
dustrial applications, TEGs are used to harvest substantial amounts of energy from steam [24]
or hot water pipes [25]. In some applications, such as implantable devices, TEGs outperform
kinetic energy harvesters [26]. Wearable TEGs can produce 1–100µW/cm2, depending on
the placement, activity, and the ambient temperature [27]. However TEGs must be carefully
mounted to a heat source and heat sink to ensure a good thermal path to maximize energy
harvesting, which limits there use in EnHANTs applications.
While harvesting the energy from radio waves is possible, contrary to popular perceptions,
the energy available from the RF signals in commonplace environments is very low [28, 29].
Even in dense urban environment the available RF power is extremely low and distributed
over a large frequency band [30]. For energy harvesting applications the power available
from RF is 100 times less than the power from indoor light [29]. Gudan et. al measured the
power available from a typical WiFi access point and found that 2m from the access point
the peak power was 36.6µW and average power was 52nW. At 10m the peak power dropped
to 5.94µW and the average power dropped to 11nW. RF is not a suitable energy source for
EnHANTs applications.
1.2.4 Energy Storage
Different EnHANTs applications will require different types of energy storage. For exam-
ple, capacitors are an attractive, simple energy storage option. They can be charged and
discharged over many cycles without performance degradation. However, they have higher
self-discharge rates and lower energy densities than batteries. Capacitors are an ideal energy
storage device for a tag which frequently experiences shallow charging and discharging events
in an energy-rich environment. Many of the envisioned EnHANTs applications require a bat-
tery that has a higher energy density and a lower self-discharge rate. For example, tags in
an office environment that charge during the day and discharge at night require a thin-film
battery.
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To simplify the development of other parts of the EnHANTs system, such as the net-
working algorithms, the complexity of the energy harvesting and storage elements should be
abstracted away. This requires dedicated monitoring and control circuits to handle battery
charging and discharging. Different battery technologies have different charging require-
ments. The recommended charge profiles for a nickel metal hydride (NiMH) and lithium ion
(Li-ion) battery are shown in Fig. 1.4. Improper charging will damage the batteries and
decrease the lifetime of the tag.
(a) (b)
Figure 1.4: Recommended charge profile for a nickel metal hydride battery (a) from [2] and
for a lithium ion battery (b) from [3].
1.3 Educational Approaches
The EnHANTs project is an ideal platform to explore the use of new tools and techniques
for hardware development and student engagement.
1.3.1 Project-Based Learning
Previous work has examined the effectiveness undergraduate research in wide range of for-
mats [31–35]. Engineering design skills and interdisciplinary knowledge are best acquired
through participation in large-scale, long-term projects [36–38]. While the need to engage
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students in large-scale “system perspective” projects has been recognized [39, 40] , such
projects are rarely attempted in academic settings. Project-based learning [41,42] is actively
used to help students build professional skills, such as teamwork and communication skills.
However, project-based learning is typically only applied to small teams and small efforts.
.
1.3.2 Open Source Hardware and Software
Open source software has long been used in academic settings, and now there is a push
toward open source hardware. The community has agreed on a state of principles codified
in the Open Source Hardware (OSHW) Statement of Principles 1.0:
Open source hardware is hardware whose design is made publicly available so
that anyone can study, modify, distribute, make, and sell the design or hardware
based on that design. The hardware’s source, the design from which it is made,
is available in the preferred format for making modifications to it. Ideally, open
source hardware uses readily-available components and materials, standard pro-
cesses, open infrastructure, unrestricted content, and open-source design tools to
maximize the ability of individuals to make and use hardware. Open source hard-
ware gives people the freedom to control their technology while sharing knowledge
and encouraging commerce through the open exchange of designs.
Open source hardware has been gaining traction in research [43] and education [44], and
researchers are starting to study the legal [45] and business [46] implications. The most
well known open source project is Arduino, “an open-source electronics prototyping plat-
form based on flexible, easy-to-use hardware and software... intended for artists, designers,
hobbyists, and anyone interested in creating interactive objects or environments” [47]. Open
source hardware is enabling new possibilities in education and hardware development [48].
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1.4 Objectives and Approach
This works focuses specifically on development of the the energy harvesting and energy man-
agement components of the EnHANTs project. Chapter 2 describes the construction of the
energy harvesting module of the EnHANTs prototype and a controllable light source for the
EnHANTs testbed. Chapter 3 covers the characterization of available environmental energy
for energy harvesting devices with an emphasis on indoor photovoltaics. These characteriza-
tions allow the testbed developed in Chapter 2 to use real world data. Chapter 4 discusses
the use of project-based learning to meet educational objectives of the EnHANTs project.
Chapter 5 describes using open source hardware to develop laboratory exercises for a display
technology course and modules for an electronic device fabrication workshop.
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Chapter 2
Designing the Energy Harvesting
Active Networked Tags (EnHANTs)
Prototypes and Testbed
2.1 Introduction
This chapter describes the design considerations for the EnHANT prototypes and the En-
HANTs testbed. The prototypes harvest indoor light energy using thin-film photovoltaics,
communicate and form multihop networks using ultra-low-power Ultra-Wideband Impulse
Radio (UWB-IR) transceivers, and dynamically adapt their communications and networking
patterns to the energy harvesting and battery states. The testbed uniquely enables the evalu-
ation of different algorithms with real world energy inputs. Solar powered [11,49] and indoor
light [50–53] powered sensor networks have been previously deployed and tested. However,
the unique challenges imposed by the cross layer interactions between indoor energy har-
vesting, RF transceiver design, communications, and networking have not been studied in
depth [54].
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Figure 2.1: Labeled picture of the current EnHANTs prototype.
2.2 EnHANTs Prototypes
The current prototypes, shown in Fig. 2.1 are much larger than the envisioned node, shown
in Fig. 1.1, but they can harvest indoor light energy using different photovoltaics and com-
municate using ultra-low-power UWB-IR transceivers. The prototypes form small networks
and adapt their communications and networking patterns based on data reported by an
Energy Harvesting Module (EHM). The EHM contains circuitry designed and calibrated to
monitor the energy harvested and the battery state, and can discharge controlled amounts
of energy from the battery. The current EHM does not power the prototype. The harvested
energy is stored in the battery, and energy spending on communications and other activities
is emulated by discharging a load. Releasing the constraint of running the prototype off
harvested energy allows experiments with different hardware and protocol configurations.
Throughout the development process, the prototype design was driven by the needs
of the higher layers, such as flow control and multihopping. The higher layer protocols,
such as the MAC and flow control, also had to adapt to the physical layer characteristics.
The prototypes were developed in five integration phases, each of which was presented in a
conference demonstration session [55–58].
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2.3 Prototype and Testbed Development Phases
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Figure 2.2: Phase-based EnHANTs prototype and testbed development.
(a) Phase I. (b) Phase II. (c) Phase III.
(d) Phase IV. (e) Phase V.
Figure 2.3: Evolution of the EnHANTs prototypes and testbed.
The prototypes and the testbed were developed and integrated in five phases, as shown
schematically in Fig. 2.2. The initial prototypes used off-the-shelf components, includ-
ing MICA2 motes; the current EnHANT prototype only uses the mote’s microcontroller.
Throughout the different phases, nearly all the off-the-shelf components were replaced with
custom-designed components. At the end of each development phase, each phase’s pro-
totype and testbed components were fully integrated and a fully functional system was
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demonstrated. This approach necessitated continuous interaction between the designers
and developers of different components and algorithms and ensured that the integration
challenges were addressed quickly. A brief summary of the overall evolutionary EnHANTs
prototype functionality development is presented below:
• Energy harvesting allows EnHANTs to obtain energy from ambient environmen-
tal energy sources. Initially, the EnHANTs prototypes were designed to sense, but
not harvest, available environmental light energy (Phase I). Next commercially avail-
able crystalline silicon and amorphous silicon photovoltaics were integrated and real-
time energy harvesting state monitoring was implemented (Phases II and III). Finally
custom-designed, mechanically-flexible organic photovoltaics were fabricated and inte-
grated with the EnHANTs prototypes (Phase V). The Phase V prototypes can also
use the silicon photovoltaics from Phase IV.
• Ultra-Wideband Impulse-Radio (UWB-IR) wireless communications spend
significantly less energy than other low-power wireless technologies [8]. Early-phase En-
HANTs prototypes communicated using standard (non-UWB) commercial transceivers.
Prior to integration of the custom-designed UWB-IR communication modules in Phase
III, the mote operating system was substantially modified to support custom transceivers.
The integration also required the implementation of a custom medium access control
module because the UWB-IR transceiver characteristics differ greatly from the prop-
erties of the conventional transceivers.
• Energy-harvesting-aware algorithms were first designed and developed with sim-
ple single node scenarios, and were later implemented for network scenarios. Following
the integration of the UWB-IR radios in Phase III, the algorithms were re-implemented
to account for the UWB-IR characteristics.
• Testbed functionality first consisted of a data logger with a simple visualization
interface, which was later replaced with a custom-designed real-time monitoring and
control system. Several prototype light energy control systems were developed. The
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relatively simple manual setups (Phases III and IV) were eventually upgraded to a
software-based system that exposes the prototypes to real-world trace-based light en-
ergy conditions (Phase V).













































Figure 2.4: Block diagram of the current EnHANTs prototype.
The EHM stores the energy harvested by a photovoltaic in a nickel metal hydride (NiMH)
battery. The EHM interactions with the other prototype components are shown in Fig. 2.4.
A block diagram and a photo of the EHM are shown in Fig. 2.5. The EHM monitors, in
near real time, the battery level, B(i), and the energy harvesting rate, e(i), and reports
them to the control module. To track B(i), the EHM’s energy monitoring circuitry uses a
Coulomb counter, which measures the bidirectional current across RSENSE2. To track e(i),
the EHM uses a high side current sense amplifier, which measures the instantaneous current
across RSENSE1. The Coulomb counter updates the battery level every 0.875s; the battery
level resolution is 3.6mC.
The EHM does not supply energy to the other EnHANT prototype components. In-
stead, the EHM implements controlled energy spending functionality. In correspondence
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Figure 2.5: The Energy Harvesting Module (EHM) (a) and its block diagram (b).
with transceiver energy spending, the control module signals the EHM to activate a small
load, which spends energy at a requested rate s(i). The energy is spent by discharging the
battery through the load resistor RLOAD for τ ms. Each load activation reduces the battery
by ∆B = τ · VBAT/(RLOAD + RSENSE1) = 208.68µC. The parameter τ is directly set by the
control module. The value of τ that can be used is restricted by the Coulomb counter,
which has a built in low pass filter. The cutoff frequency, determined by an internal resistor
(10kOhm) and external capacitor (0.1µF on the phase V EHM), is approximately 150Hz,
which necessitates that τ is greater than 7ms.
The EnHANT prototypes can be equipped with either commercially available amorphous
silicon (a-Si) solar cells that are commonly used for indoor harvesting applications [14] or
custom-fabricated organic photovoltaics (OPVs). The photovoltaics are shown in Fig. 2.6.
The a-Si photovoltaics are Sanyo AM-1815 cells with a 5.61x4.52cm2 active area. The OPVs
are fabricated using Plextronics PV-1000 materials and have a total area of 5.0x5.0cm2. A
description of the fabrication can be found in [59]. Different photovoltaics perform differently
under the same light conditions. For example, the measured total harvesting efficiency of an
EHM equipped with an OPV is 1%, independent of the irradiance. The measured efficiency
of an EHM equipped with an a-Si cell varies between 1% and 3% depending on the irradiance.
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(a) (b)
Figure 2.6: Photovoltaics integrated with EnHANT prototypes: (a) amorphous silicon pho-
tovoltaic (a-Si) and (b) custom-fabricated organic photovoltaic (OPV).
These effects are difficult to capture in simulations and most studies simply assume that the
energy harvested by a solar cell is a linear function of the irradiance [13,60].
The original phase I EHM did not harvest or store energy. It only monitored the envi-
ronmental light energy availability using an ambient light sensor (TAOS TSL230RD) and
a crystalline Si solar cell. This early introduction of the environmental energy awareness
allowed early experimentation with energy harvesting adaptive policies. In phase II, a-Si
solar cells designed for indoor energy harvesting were introduced.
The phase II EHM stored the harvested energy in a battery, monitored the energy states,
reported them to the control module, and implemented the controlled energy spending func-
tionality. It was developed using a separate microcontroller board, which allowed the new
EHM to be designed and tested independently of the other prototype components. However,
the information the EHM reported to the control module (battery level and harvesting rate)
were two analog voltages, which had to be redigitized and reprocessed on the control module.
In phase III, this interface was streamlined. To allow for tighter integration, all energy
state processing was moved to the control module. In this phase, a current sense amplifier
was added to the EHM to provide real time energy harvesting rate information. In phase IV,
the EHM was first interfaced with the OPVs. In phase V, the OPV fabrication process was
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Figure 2.7: A physical mock-up of a future EnHANTs tag with mechanically-flexible, thin-
film energy harvesting and storage components.
improved, which dramatically enhanced the repeatability of the experimental results. The
interface between the OPVs and the EHM was also improved by introducing new enclosures
for the OPVs, and redesigning the connectors.
Initial work has begun on a phase VI EHM. This version of the EHM uses mechanically-
flexible energy harvesting and storage components: a Thinergy thin-film lithium ion battery
and a PowerFilm amorphous silicon photovoltaic. A physical mock-up of an envisioned
EnHANT using these components is shown in Fig. 2.7. The components are attached to
a PEN plastic substrate with gold traces using an anisotropic conductive paste. Contact
points on the mock-up allow it to be used in the existing testbed. This simple mock-up
demonstrates that it is possible to build a functional tag with the desired form factor. Based
on the efficiency of the photovoltaic and the storage capacity of the battery this tag could
maintain a continuous data rate of 2.7 kb/s under normal operating conditions. With no
energy source present, the tag could maintain a continuous data rate of 100 b/s for 25 hours.
The mock-up does not include an antenna, but previous research has demonstrated designs
for UWB antennas that are less than 3cm x 3cm [61].
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2.5 Controllable Light Sources
The prototypes are complimented by the EnHANTs testbed, shown in Fig. 2.8, which enables
controllable and repeatable experiments with communications and networking algorithms.
The testbed allows observing the states of the prototypes in real time and includes a software-
based light control system that exposes photovoltaics to controllable light conditions based
on real-world light energy traces. This testbed enables the first attempt to evaluate energy
harvesting adaptive policies in a controllable experimental environment.
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Figure 2.8: Block diagram of the EnHANTs testbed.
In phases I and II, ad hoc installations were used for the light control. In phase III, to
enable experimentations with stable repeatable light inputs, a manual light control system
using the typical household incandescent lamps was built. It was quickly discovered that the
intense heat generated by the prolonged use of these lamps caused problems for different pro-
totype components. In phase IV the manual light system was replaced with the LED-based
light system. The software-based system, which allows for experimentation with real-world
based traces, was introduced in phase V.
To ensure full control over light conditions, the photovoltaics are placed inside dark
box enclosures. The light sources are component cool white LEDs, mounted on heat sinks
and attached to the enclosures. A LabVIEW script on a PC controls the irradiance inside
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each enclosure by controlling the current supplied to the LEDs from a DC power supply.
The irradiance produced by the system was calibrated using a NIST-traceable photodiode
(Newport UV-818). The system can produce over 3,000 distinct irradiance levels between 0
and 14mW/cm2 (an effective resolution of less than 5µW/cm2); the irradiance levels can be
changed with time steps of under 0.1sec. Initial work has begun on a phase VI software-based
light control this system. The system, shown in Fig. 2.9, replaces the expensive, bulky DC
power supplies with low-cost open source hardware and an Arduino-based control module.
In addition, this system can control up to 16 individual light sources.
Figure 2.9: Phase VI software-based light control system.
2.6 Conclusions
This chapter described the design considerations for the EnHANT prototypes and the En-
HANTs testbed. The prototypes harvest indoor light energy using thin-film photovoltaics,
communicate and form multihop networks using ultra-low-power Ultra-Wideband Impulse
Radio (UWB-IR) transceivers, and dynamically adapt their communications and network-
ing patterns to the energy harvesting and battery states. The testbed uniquely enables the
evaluation of different algorithms with real world energy inputs. The acquisition of these
real world energy traces is discussed in the next chapter.





Rigorously designing and testing energy aware networking protocols is challenging. Many
evaluations are performed on real world deployments, which ensures that the nodes are ex-
posed to realistic conditions. However the inability to run precisely-controlled, repeatable
experiments hampers the development of new protocols.Characterizations of environmen-
tal energy availability and properties provide important insights for designing energy har-
vesting nodes and developing energy harvesting adaptive systems and algorithms. Energy
harvesting-aware protocols that account for the expected environmental energy, determinis-
tically or stochastically, allow networks to adapt to efficiently spend the energy [60, 62, 63].
Developing such protocols requires experimental characterization of the energy available from
the environments in which the nodes will be deployed. Initial characterizations of environ-
mental light energy availability have been conducted and provide first-order estimates of
the available energy [13, 64]. However, these estimates assume that the harvester is a crys-
talline silicon photovoltaics, while future energy harvesting networks may rely on different
technologies.
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3.2 Measuring Environmental Light Energy
Determining the energy harvested by different solar cells requires knowledge of the spectral
composition of the incident light. Fig. 3.1 shows the normalized spectral distribution, E¯e(λ)
of different common indoor light sources. It is important to note that the overall efficiency
of the harvester depends on the spectral composition of the incident light. For example, a
crystalline silicon solar cell will harvest more energy than an amorphous silicon solar cell
under outdoor illumination, but the amorphous silicon solar cell will harvest more energy
under an LED light source [65]. Energy harvesting-aware algorithms running on wireless net-
works equipped with amorphous silicon solar cells that use the energy availability estimates
from [13] may underestimate the available energy indoors and overestimate the available
energy outdoors, resulting in inefficient energy allocation.
























Figure 3.1: Normalized spectral distribution of three different light sources: incandescent,
compact fluorescent (CFL), and LED.
Additionally, accurately measuring the environmental energy available to portable nodes
(such as mobile network nodes and wearable nodes) requires a portable measurement device.
Ideally the measurement device and the node should have similar form factors, but compact
diffraction grating spectrometers that are suitable for this application must be connected
to a PC. However, it is not necessarily measure the complete spectrum of the incident
light. If there is a single dominant light source, the light source can be identified using a
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series of photodetectors with different responsivities. For example, it is easy to distinguish
between sunlight and indoor light using an infrared (IR) photodetector because sunlight has
a strong infrared (IR) component that is not present in artificial light sources [66]. Similarly,
it is possible to use a combination of compact photodetectors to identify distinguishing
components of artificial light sources. This approach has been used previously to determine
the color temperature, but not the spectral composition, of a light source [67]. Based on this
principle, we developed LightBox: a portable, low-cost measurement unit that determines
the spectral composition of the incident light and measures the incident irradiance. The
measurements collected by LightBox provide more accurate estimates of energy availability,
especially for mobile nodes that will be exposed to both indoor and outdoor conditions.
3.2.1 LightBox System Description
The LightBox portable light energy measurement unit measures and logs the output of two
low-cost, multichannel light sensors. This information is then used to determine the spectral
composition of the incident light source, calculate the incident irradiance, and estimate the
amount of energy that can be harvested by different solar cells under this illumination. The





where Ee(λ) is the spectral irradiance of the incident light source in W/cm
3 and R(λ) is the





where Ee is the incident irradiance in W/cm
2, R is a conversion factor with units counts per
W/cm2, E¯e(λ) is the normalized spectral distribution of the incident light source, and R¯(λ)
is the normalized responsivity of the channel. It is important to note that the ratio of the
output of two channels depends on the normalized spectral distribution of the incident light
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source but not on the incident irradiance. Therefore, the light source can classified using
the ratios of different channels. After the light source has been determined the incident
irradiance can be calculated using Ee = c/R0, where R0 = R
∫∞
0
E¯e(λ)R¯(λ)dλ. For a given
channel, this factor will be different depending on the incident light source.
Figure 3.2: The proof-of-concept LightBox measurement unit.
A LightBox, shown in Fig. 3.2, consists of a Sparkfun ADXL345 evaluation board with an
Atmel ATMega328P microprocessor, a microSD card for data logging, an Avago ADJD-S371
RGB digital color sensor, and a TAOS TSL2561 light-to-digital converter. The operation of
the LightBox is shown schematically in Fig. 3.3. The ADJD-S371 color sensor provides four
readings: the intensity of light through a red filter (R), green filter (G), blue filter (B), and
clear filter (C). The TSL2561 light-to-digital converter provides two readings: full spectrum
(FS) intensity and infrared (IR) light intensity. Data from the six channels is logged to the
microSD card every second. The spectral responsivity, R(λ), of the different channels is
shown in Fig. 3.4.
The proof-of-concept system demonstrates light source classification using the ratios of
different channel counts as a feature vector. Specifically, the classifier feature space is the
ratios of R, G, and B channel outputs to the C channel output. This feature space and the
decision boundaries for a particular classifier are shown in Fig. 3.5.
A fully controlled experimental setup, shown in Fig. 3.6, was built to obtain an accurately




















Figure 3.3: The schematic representation of the LightBox spectral determination and energy
estimation process.
(a) (b)
Figure 3.4: (a) Spectral response of the color light sensor from [4], and (b) spectral response
of the full spectrum light sensor from [5].
labeled training and test data for the classification. The setup consists of light-proof enclo-
sures that replicate different indoor light environments. We experimented with 3 particular
light sources: (i) an incandescent light bulb, (ii) a compact fluorescent light bulb, and (iii) an
LED light bulb. This setup demonstrates that LightBoxes can distinguish light conditions
that are indistinguishable to the human eye. When the three light sources are configured to
produce the same illuminance, humans cannot identify the different light sources using only
the naked eye. They are however clearly distinguishable in the processed LightBox outputs.
The proof-of-concept system used a simple minimum-distance Maximum Likelihood (ML)
classifier. While other classifiers (such as theKth Nearest Neighbor, Support Vector Machine,
and Relevance Vector Machine classifiers) were considered, the ML classifier was chosenbe-
cause of its simplicity. The classifier operates as follows. First, using the training data set, it
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Figure 3.5: The light source classifier feature space, and the decision boundaries and test
data points for the Maximum Likelihood classifier.
calculates the center of mass for all the data points for each light source in the feature space.
To classify an unknown light source measured by LightBox, it finds the light source type for
which the Euclidian distance of the measurement’s feature vector is minimized. For each
light source, 100 training data points and 100 test data points were obtained over a wide
range of incident irradiance. With this data, the classifier correctly identified the energy
source more than 98% of the time.
Figure 3.6: The setup developed to experiment with light source classifiers.
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Preliminary experiments with light traces captured by carrying a LightBox in natural
environments indicate a low rate of misclassifications when only a single dominant energy
source is present. In the presence of multiple light sources, such as in sunlit office, the simple
classifier may not function well because the spectral mixture of different light sources may
closely resemble another light source. One potential extension is developing an experimental
setup to precisely recreate mixed-source conditions. to determine suitable mixture models
and classifiers for such conditions. Obtaining the “ground truth” information about the in-
tensity and spectral composition of the light in multi-source conditions is difficult. Typically,
the light incident on a harvester will be a low-intensity, diffuse combination of light gener-
ated by multiple sources and reflected by multiple surfaces. Due to the low sensitivity of
diffraction grating spectrometers, it is not possible to concentrate this low-intensity, diffuse
light and measure its spectral composition in real time.
3.2.2 Light Energy Availability Estimates
Two important metrics for photovoltaic energy harvesting systems are the total available
environmental energy (incident irradiance) and the total energy harvested by a specific pho-






where Asc is the area of the solar cell in cm
2, Vsc is the operating voltage of the solar cell in V,
Rsc is the spectral responsivity of the solar cell in A/W, and Ee(λ) is the spectral irradiance
of the incident light source in W/cm3. For a given light source this can be rewritten in terms
of counts measured by a channel, c, as
Psc = ηEe = ηc/R0, (3.4)
where η = AscVsc
∫∞
0
Rsc(λ)E¯e(λ)dλ is the overall efficiency of the solar cell. In previous
work [13] instantaneous power was calculated using the same factors η and R0 for all light
sources. This gives an accurate estimate of the energy harvested by a solar cell if the spectral
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responsivity of the sensor and the solar cell are similar (for example, the measurements col-
lected with a silicon photodetector accurately estimate the energy that could be harvested
by a crystalline silicon photovoltaic). By determining the spectral composition of the incom-
ing light, the measurements can be used to determine the amount of energy that could be
harvested by a photovoltaic with an arbitrary responsivity.
The normalized spectral responsivity, R¯sc, of a crystalline silicon (cSi) photovoltaic and
an amorphous silicon (aSi) photovoltaic are shown in Fig. 3.7. The crystalline silicon photo-
voltaic has a spectral sensitivity range of 500nm to 1100nm and is well suited to harvesting
energy from solar illumination. The amorphous silicon photovoltaic has a spectral sensitivity
range of 300nm to 700nm and is well suited to harvesting energy from artificial light sources
that generate light in the visible range.





























Figure 3.7: Spectral response of cSi and aSi photovoltaics adapted from [1].























Figure 3.8: Trace of the estimated energy harvested by cSi and aSi photovoltaics.
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Table 3.1: Trace data collected by LightBox.
# Duration Average Irradiance Average Power (µW/cm2)
(mJ/cm2) cSi aSi
1 1h 23m 59s 1211.3 119.5 62.2
2 2h 08m 35s 460.4 39.5 29.7
3 1h 36m 22s 451.3 39.4 28.3
4 2h 24m 35s 474.8 41.6 29.6
5 1h 56m 13s 158.9 8.0 15.8
6 1h 39m 45s 95.3 5.3 9.0
7 1h 18m 17s 80.1 4.2 7.9
8 1h 08m 11s 68.3 3.7 6.5
A series of traces was collected by attaching a LightBox to a student’s bag. An example
trace collected by a LightBox is shown in Fig. 3.8. To process the data, two possible theo-
retical harvesters were considered: a crystalline silicon solar cell (cSi) where η = 10% under
outdoor illumination and η = 5% under indoor illumination and an amorphous silicon solar
cell (aSi) where η = 5% under outdoor illumination and η = 10% under indoor illumination.
It is possible to conduct more sophisticated processing, but even this first order approxima-
tion provides useful insights into the energy harvesting process. The results for eight traces
are summarized in Table 3.1.
Trace 1 was recorded almost exclusively outdoors, traces 2-4 include a combination of
indoor and outdoor activities, and traces 5-8 were recorded almost exclusively indoors. The
irradiance seen by exclusively indoor nodes ranges is on the order of 100µW/cm2 and the irra-
diance seen by outdoor nodes is up to two orders of magnitude greater. Trace 2 demonstrates
the usefulness of determining the spectral composition of the light. Without the spectral
information, a logical assumption would be that the entire trace was recorded outdoors. If
the harvester was an amorphous silicon photovoltaic, this assumption would underestimate
the average power generated by 22%. Similarly, if the harvester was a crystalline silicon
photovoltaic, this assumption would overestimate the average power generated by 15%.
LightBox was also used to explore the spatial variability of energy availability, which
is especially important for wearable nodes. Fig 3.9 shows the measurements of average
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irradiance for different placements of Lightbox on a stationary person who is standing directly
underneath a lamp in a large lab space. There is a 9.8x difference between the irradiance
levels for different locations. Moreover, while the often-cited rule-of-thumb estimate of energy
availability for stationary nodes in an indoor environment is 100µW/cm2 incident irradiance,
the available energy for a wearable node may be up to 60% greater or 80% less depending
on its placement.
Figure 3.9: Irradiance measurements (µW/cm2) from different locations on the body demon-
strating the spatial variability of energy availability.
3.3 Measuring Environmental Motion Energy
LightBox can also be to measure the acceleration from motion. For these measurements, only
the SparkFun ADXL345 evaluation board was used. The sensing units record acceleration
along the x, y, and z axes, ax(t), ay(t), az(t), with a 100 Hz sampling frequency. The orien-
tation of the sensing units was not controlled. The overall magnitude of acceleration, a(t) =√
ax(t)2 + ay(t)2 + az(t)2, was examined. Due to the earth’s gravity, the measured acceler-
ation includes a constant component of 9.8m/s2 (“1g”) that was filtered using a 3rd order
Butterworth high-pass filter with a 0.1 Hz cut-off frequency [18,23].
To determine the power generated by an inertial harvester appropriate for EnHANTs
applications the following the harvester configuration was used: m = 1 · 10−3 kg and ZL =
10 mm. The power generated by a kinetic energy harvester, P (t), subjected to acceleration
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a(t) was determined using procedure partially developed [68], which was expanded and
implemented in MATLAB and Simulink. First, a(t) is converted to proof mass displacement,
z(t), using the Laplace-domain transfer function:
z(t) = L−1{z(s)} = a(s) · 1
s2 + (2pifr/Q) · s+ (2pifr)2 . (3.5)
Next, to account for ZL, z(t) is limited using a Simulink limiter block. The power P (t)
generated by the harvester is then determined as






Fig. 3.10 shows an example of obtaining P (t) for a particular a(t). This figure shows the
a(t) values recorded by a sensing unit carried by a person while walking.





























Figure 3.10: Obtaining the power generated by a harvester, P (t), from the recorded acceler-
ation, a(t): (a) a(t), (b) the corresponding harvester proof mass displacement, z(t), and (c)
the resulting P (t) for a harvester with k = 0.17 and b = 0.0055.
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Finding the optimal harvester parameters k, b is difficult as it involves optimization over
a multi-dimensional surface of unknown geometry [18]. To determine the optimal harvester
parameters for short a(t) samples, an exhaustive search algorithm was implemented. This
algorithm considers a large number of k, b combinations, obtains the corresponding P , and
chooses the k, b combination that maximizes the P value. The exhaustive search algorithm
is time-consuming even for relatively short a(t) samples. For longer a(t) samples a simplified
procedure developed in [23] was implemented. The procedure first determines the k value
that matches the harvester’s fr to the dominant frequency in the a(t) sample, fm. Specifically,








. It then considers a relatively large number
of b values and selects the b value that maximizes P value.
3.3.1 Motion Energy Availability Estimates for Objects
To characterize kinetic energy availability of different motions, extensive experiments for
a wide range of different human and object motions were conducted. The object motion
experiments included shipping a FedEx box with a sensing unit in it, transporting a sensing
unit in carry-on and in checked-in airport luggage, and taking a sensing unit on a series of
car, subway, and train commutes.
Due to the filter properties of inertial harvesters, a motion needs to be periodic to be
“harvestable”. Almost no energy can be harvested from common non-periodic motions, such
as taking a book off a shelf, moving book’s pages when reading it, putting on glasses, and
moving a marker when highlighting material in a book. Even high-acceleration non-periodic
motions, such as a plane landing and taking off or an accelerating car, produce only limited
energy availability. In the experiments with luggage taken on an airplane substantially more
energy could be harvested from a human walking around the airport with the luggage than
from the motion associated with an entire 2.5 hour flight.
The motion of many objects in human environments is purposefully damped for human
comfort: door dampers, cabinet drawer dampers, and springs in swirling chairs are specifi-
cally installed to soften the motion. In such cases, most of the kinetic energy associated with
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motion is absorbed in the dampers and only trace amounts can be harvested by external
harvesters (such as the wearable harvesters or sticker form factor harvesters envisioned in
some studies [69]). Even highly periodic swiveling in a chair, opening an closing a drawer
or a door corresponded to only trace amounts of energy. These results suggest that wireless
nodes integrated with everyday objects should combine the inertial energy harvesters with
the mechanical dampers. Purposeful periodic shaking of objects can generate a relatively
large amount of energy in a short time, as demonstrated by battery-free, “shake” flash-
lights. Purposeful shaking corresponded to powers of up to 3.5mW. In mobile computing
applications, this can be useful for quickly recharging depleted nodes.
3.3.2 Motion Energy Availability Estimates for Humans
To determine the daily energy available to a node with an inertial harvester,acceleration
traces were collected from different participants during their normal daily routines. The
results are based on over 200 hours of acceleration information we obtained for 5 participants
for a total of 25 days. The participants were instructed to carry a sensing unit in any
convenient way. Therefore the measurements correspond to the motion that a participant’s
keys, mobile phone, or wallet would experience. To characterize the performance of an
EnHANT powered by an inertial harvester, the continuous data rates, r, that a node would
be able to maintain when harvesting the generated P was calculated. It was assumed, similar
to [23], that the harvester energy conversion efficiency, η, is 20%. It was assumed, similar to
[13], that the communication cost is ctx =1 nJ/bit for ultra low power transceivers. Hence,
r = ηP/ctx = 2 · 105 P (Kb/s).
Fig. 3.11 shows a(t) for a day-long trace for one participant and the corresponding P (t).
The calculated energy budgets are summarized in Table 3.2. For all the collected traces, the
dominant motion frequency, fm, was between is between 1.92 Hz and 2.8 Hz, corresponding
to human walking. These results include P , the average power a harvester would generate
over the length of the trace, as well as Pd, the average power a harvester would generate
over a 24-hour interval. To calculate Pd it was assumed that when the sensing unit did not
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Figure 3.11: Motion energy for a daily human routine: (a) acceleration, a(t), recorded over
11 hours and (b) the power harvested, P (t).
record data that it was stationary and that a harvester would not generate energy during
these intervals. Specifically, for a T hour-long measurement trace, Pd = P ·T/24. For each of
the participants, Table 3.2 summarizes the minimum, average, and maximum P and Pd over
the different measurement days, and the data rate rd that a node would be able to maintain
continuously throughout a day when powered by the harvested P d. For most participants,
an inertial harvester can provide sufficient power to continuously maintain a data rate of at
least 1 Kb/s.
The majority of inter-participant and inter-day differences are related to the participants’
amount of walking. For example, commuting student 1, whose P and Pd values are higher
than the others, has a relatively long walk to the office, and walks frequently between two
different offices in the same building. Other factors such as unit placement, amount of daily
activity as perceived by the participants appear to be only of secondary importance. Overall,
daily routines that involve a significant amount of walking correspond to relatively high levels
of energy availability.
Table 3.2: Energy budgets and data rates based on traces of daily human routines.
Participant Duration Optimized harvester rd, avg % ON
(h) P (µW), min/avg/max Pd (µW), min/avg/max (Kb/s) min/avg/max
On campus student 1 60.4 6.9/13.8/17.3 4.8/6.5/8.1 1.3 5.4/9.9/12.2
On campus student 2 62.0 2.4/7.16/13.4 0.6/2.02/3.6 0.4 3.6/6.0/9.95
Commuting student 1 27.7 23.3/29.0/38.2 8.4/11.5/17.7 2.3 13.6/16.1/18.4
Commuting student 2 80.1 1.4/11.98/25.3 0.6/5.6/10.7 1.1 2.8/12.7/18.1
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3.4 Characterizing Indoor Photovoltaics
While solar energy is abundant outdoors, Americans on averafe spend 90% of their time
indoors under artificial light [70]. Photovoltaic devices are classically optimized for the so-
lar spectrum, which is characterized by high intensity blackbody emission. Indoor artificial
light cannot be effectively harvested by the same devices. Additionally, while sunlight in-
tensity outdoors is typically 100mW/cm2, indoor light levels are orders of magnitude lower,
typically <100µW/cm2 at table-height [13]. Furthermore, as energy-efficient fluorescent and
LED lighting replace incandescent lightbulbs, the spectral profile of artificial light has largely
changed from broad, low-temperature blackbodies to sharply-peaked, narrow spectra. Pho-
tovoltaic efficiencies under these nonstandard conditions varies drastically from efficiencies
derived under AM 1.5 conditions.
Previous work characterized photovoltaics under different lighting conditions [71–74] and
calculated maximum efficiency limits [6,75]. A new experimental approach to evaluating pho-
tovoltaic performance under artificial illumination was demonstrated. Several photovoltaic
technologies were characterized under a standardized set of conditions in which radiant in-
tensity and spectral composition of a light source are systematically varied.
3.4.1 Estimation of Ultimate Efficiency
Wider-band gap semiconductors provide higher efficiencies than narrow-band gap materi-
als for indoor applications because artificial spectra are contained fully within the visible
range. To demonstrate how substantially a different input spectral distribution can impact
photovoltaic efficiency, the ultimate efficiency limits for several materials under a variety of





Where N is the number of photons at or in excess of the band gap energy Eg, and Eincident
defines the total energy contained in the spectrum [15]. This simple formulation assumes
that each photon incident on a semiconductor in excess of its band gap has the exact same
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effect, and each photon below the gap has no effect. While nonidealites of absorption,
radiative recombination, exciton generation, etendue, thermalization, and Carnot efficiency
are ignored, this expression provides a valuable first-order limit to photovoltaic efficiency.
This approach also neglects the energy loss associated with separating exciton pairs.
This is a reasonable first-order approximation for crystalline silicon and many other inor-
ganic semiconductors with binding energies below thermal energy at room temperature (<
26 meV), where excitons dissociate freely under normal conditions. For excitonic systems
like organic semiconductors, binding energies are orders of magnitude larger, and result in
substantial energy losses [76]. To account for charge separation energy losses in excitonic
photovoltaics, 0.3 eV was subtracted from the optical band gap energy [77,78].
The results of this calculation are displayed in Table 3.3 for a cold-cathode (CCFL)
lamp, a compact fluorescent lamp (CFL), sunlight, and a white LED. These results as-
sume bandgaps of 1.1 eV, 1.7 eV, and 1.8 eV for crystalline silicon, amorphous silicon, and
organic photovoltaics, respectively. An important trend is reflected in this simplified cal-
culation: amorphous silicon and organic photovoltaics should outperform crystalline silicon
photovoltaics under fluorescent and LED illumination.
Table 3.3: Ultimate efficiency estimates for crystalline silicon, amorphous silicon, and organic
solar cells under different spectral illumination.
Solar CFL CCFL LED
cSi 49% 50% 52% 54%
aSi 37% 74% 70% 80%
OPV 28% 63% 59% 63%
3.4.2 Solving the Detailed Balance Equation
A better estimate of photovoltaic efficiency can be obtaining by analytically solving the de-
tailed balance equation as detailed in [6]. The photocurrent, J , is calculated as the difference
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nabs(E, Ts, 0,Ωabs)dE − e
∫ ∞
Eg
nemit(E, Ta, µ,Ωemit)dE (3.8)
Where nabs and nemit are the absorbed and emitted the photon flux, Eg is the bandgap of
the photovoltaic, Ωabs and Ωemit are the solid angles of absorption and emission respectively,
and Ts and TA are the temperature of source and the photovoltaic. The chemical potential,
µ, is equal to eV , where e is the electron charge and V is the voltage across the photovoltaic.
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 Lamp Spectrum
(Approx 400 lux = 5 W/m^2)
Figure 3.12: Efficiency vs. bandgap for a fluorescent light source calculated by solving the
detailed balance equation.
This calculation was analytically performed for a photovoltaic under a fluorescent light
source. The absorbed photon flux, nabs was an experimentally measured under a fluorescent
lamp with an output irradiance of 50 µW/cm2. The spectrum of the lamp and the result of
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the calculation are shown in Fig. 3.12. For this calculation it was assumed that Ωabs = Ωemit
and Ts = TA.
This approach can be used to quantify the intrinsic losses in a photovoltaic, and the
results are shown in Fig. 3.13. For a photovoltaic under solar illumination the power out is
maximized when Eg = 1.35 eV, while for a photovoltaic under fluorescent illumination the
power out is maximized when Eg = 1.9 eV. Emissions losses were calculated by multiplying
the difference between short circuit current and current at the operating voltage by the
bandgap energy: (Jsc − Jop)Eg. Entropy (Carnot and Boltzmann) losses were calculated
by multiplying the different between the bandgap energy and the operating voltage by the
operating current: (Eg − Vop)Jsc.
(a) (b)
Figure 3.13: (a) Intrinsic losses in a photovoltaic under AM1.5 from [6] and (b) intrinsic
losses in a photovoltaic under fluorescent illumination.
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3.4.3 Measuring Photovoltaic Efficiency
A compact, easily reproducible setup for testing photovoltaics under low-intensity (10-100
µW/cm2) fluorescent light spectra consistent with exhaustive measurements of indoor ar-
tificial lighting conditions was developed. Several photovoltaic technologies were tested to
determine the relationships between spectral content, intensity, electronic band gap, and
power conversion efficiency. Longer-band gap semiconductors were shown to possess distinct
advantages for harvesting indoor light energy.
Figure 3.14: PV characterization setup
To replicate indoor lighting environments, the light seen by the photovoltaic should be
Lambertian. A simplified integrating sphere was constructed to compress the uniformly
diffuse indoor lighting environment into a low-cost, compact testing system, pictured in Fig-
ure 3.14. A 9”× 9” cube with opaque white acrylic walls induces multiple reflections of the
light source, while multiple sheets of rough, frosted clear acrylic disrupt the directionality
of light rays further and promote attenuation while maintaining the spectral profile of the
source. Multiple black acrylic sheets with periodic square holes further attenuate the maxi-
mum intensity to the suggested 100 µWatts/cm2. The lamps slide into a holder in the base,
and samples are measured at the top of the box, 8.5” from the source center. The result
is extremely uniform (less than 1% intensity variation), diffuse light output at the sample
stage. With this design, performance of several photovoltaic technologies was assessed under
a range of spectral compositions and radiant intensities.
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To evaluate photovoltaic performance over a range of fluorescent intensities, dimmable
cold-cathode fluorescent lamps (CCFLs) of different spectral distributions were used as
sources. The CCFLs were 8 mm tri-phosphor tubes (Tecnolux, Brooklyn) and dimmed
between 10% and 100% of brightness using a digitally-controlled Lutron Radio RA-2 dim-
mer and repeater. The system was programmed to perform full I-V sweeps at specified
intensity levels for each lamp and each photovoltaic sample. The results are summarized in
Figure 3.15. As expected, the amorphous silicon photovoltaics outperform the crystalline
photovoltaics under low-intensity fluorescent illumination.
Figure 3.15: Experimentally measured power conversion efficiency vs. intensity.
To ensure that CCFLs were a reasonable substitute for CFLs, their spectral and tem-
poral characteristics were compared. While spectral match between lamps of similar color
temperatures was good, differences in temporal behavior were measured. The frequency of
the cold cathode lamps was 25 kHz, twice that of the compact fluorescent lamps. Addi-
tionally, the amplitude of intensity oscillations was also greater. Due to the larger variation
in CCFL intensity per period, energy harvested from CFL versus CCFL sources will differ,
but this difference could be overcome with appropriate calibration. For the purposes of this
demonstration no such compensation was required.
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3.5 Conclusions
A platform was developed to enable the characterization of available environmental energy
for envisioned EnHANTs applications. This platform was used to measure the amount of
light and motion available during everyday human activities. These traces can be replayed in
the EnHANTs testbed to enable the evaluation of energy adaptive networking protocols using
real world data. A method to characterize photovoltaics under indoor lighting conditions
was developed. The approach presented can be used to as a standard method to evaluate the
performance of different photovoltaic technologies developed for indoor light harvesting.
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Chapter 4
Project-Based Learning within the
EnHANTs Project
4.1 Introduction
While the need to engage students in large-scale “system perspective” projects has been
recognized [39,40], such projects are rarely attempted in academic settings. The overall En-
HANTs research effort belongs to the embedded systems domain, where the applicability of
project-based learning has been specifically noted. Additionally, the importance of learning
embedded system design “from a system perspective” has previously been emphasized [40].
Project-based learning approaches for embedded system design have also been embraced in
different courseworks [41, 42]. The necessity of engaging students in large system develop-
ment projects has been recognized as an important educational objective, and some tools
for emulating the scale of the development have been proposed [39].
This chapter describes a method to engage students in project-based learning within a
large-scale multidisciplinary research effort and details the approaches to the project-based
learning. While many project-based learning approaches have been attempted and many
frameworks have been proposed [79–82], this experience with project-based learning in a
large-scale interdisciplinary research effort is unique.
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4.2 Student Projects
Throughout 11 semesters, a diverse population of 51 high school, undergraduate, Masters,
and Ph.D. students have been engaged in 115 semester-long research projects related to the
design and development of the EnHANTs prototypes and the EnHANTs prototype testbed.
The participating students were a highly diverse group. Out of 51 students involved in the
work, 6% were high school students, 31% were undergraduates, 50% were M.S. students,
and the remaining 13% were Ph.D. students. Student projects’ main focus was networking
(50%), wireless communications (25%), electronics (15%), and distributed systems, operating
systems, and others (10% in total). 75% of students were enrolled in academic programs at
Columbia, while the other 25% were visiting students, students from local colleges without
advanced research facilities, or visiting international students.













Figure 4.1: EnHANTs student projects over 11 semesters.
Out of 115 student projects, 51% were full-time projects (summer research internships,
REU projects, M.S. thesis research semesters). The other 49% were semester-long research
project courses to which students typically dedicated 8-15 hours per week. 70% of the
projects were completed by male students and 30% by female students. The main focus areas
for the student projects were networking (52%), circuits and systems (25%), electronics and
applied physics (15%), and operating systems (8%).
The student projects were inherently multidisciplinary. A project typically focused on
one disciplinary area, but it required interaction with at least two other areas. The projects
necessitated collaboration, providd students with in-depth fundamental understanding of
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networking concepts, and required students to improve their communication skills. “Real-
world” system integration deadlines and frequent system demonstrations were used to mo-
tivate students and to encourage cross-disciplinary collaboration. The prototypes and the
testbed have been demonstrated in 4 major ACM and IEEE conference demonstration ses-
sions, and in over three dozen additional “live” on-site and off-site demonstrations.
Designing adaptive networks of EnHANTs, requires reconsideration of protocols on all
levels of the networking stack. Additionally, designing the EnHANTs to achieve the desired
form factor requires tight integration of the networking and communications protocols with
the enabling hardware technologies, which necessitates close and continuous interactions of
students and faculty members with expertise in the associated technology areas. Working on
the EnHANTs project exposed the students to various disciplines in electrical engineering
(circuit design, wireless communications, organic electronics), computer science (embedded
systems, algorithm design, networking), and applied physics (battery and photovoltaic de-
sign). All hardware, software, and algorithm modifications to the EnHANTs prototype and
testbed functionality that are shown in Fig. 2.2 were designed, developed, integrated, and
tested as part of student projects. At the end of each phase, a fully functional EnHANTs
prototype testbed was demonstrated at a major ACM or IEEE conference. The Phase IV
demonstration, presented at a major ACM conference and co-authored by 10 students, re-
ceived the conference Best Student Demonstration Award.
The student projects within the EnHANTs project were collaborative.These projects
challenged students by requiring them to gain understanding of concepts outside of their
comfort zone. Additionally, students had to improve their communication and teamwork
skills because the projects required them to independently and proactively seek out rele-
vant expertise throughout the research groups involved in the EnHANTs project. A few
representative student projects are described below:
• Real-time Monitoring and Control System (Phase I project, completed by an
undergraduate Computer Science student): The student developed a Java-based sys-
tem to monitor and control the EnHANTs prototypes. The project involved designing
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the necessary data structures to enable communication between the prototypes and
the computer running the monitoring system. The student designed the system to
support both a text-based interface and a “visual demo” interface that shows the ac-
tivity of the prototypes in an easy-to-understand way. This project, implemented using
TinyOS and Java, required knowledge of sensor networking, wireline communication,
and software design. The student extensively interacted with other students who were
modifying the prototype operating system and developing energy-harvesting-aware
• EnHANTs Prototype UWB-IR Communication Module (Phase III project,
completed by an M.S. Electrical Engineering student): The student developed and
tested the UWB-IR communication module. The student integrated a custom-designed
UWB-IR transmitter and receiver chipset onto a single printed circuit board and pro-
grammed a complex programmable logic device (CPLD) to perform data serialization
and deserialization, preamble detection, and byte synchronization. The student also
developed a UWB-IR radio driver using TinyOS. Primarily focused on circuit design,
this project required the student to develop expertise in networking, operating systems,
and software design.
• Energy-harvesting-adaptive EnHANTs Network (Phase V project, completed
by an undergraduate Computer Engineering student): The student implemented net-
work layer protocols that handled the EnHANTs packet routing. The student first
tested the network functionality using the commercial transceivers, and then exten-
sively evaluated its performance with the custom UWB-IR transceivers. The student
also implemented energy harvesting adaptive network layer algorithms, which changed
packet routing paths based on the environmental energy availability. The student ex-
tensively tested these algorithms with the custom energy harvesting modules. While
primarily focused on networking, the project required the student to gain an in-depth
knowledge of the UWR-IR communication and energy harvesting.
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4.3 Educational Approaches
Organizing multiple student projects to allow each student to meaningfully contribute to a
large-scale effort is challenging. Some of the approaches used to organize projects, motivate
students, and facilitate learning are discussed below.
Providing short-term deadlines for student projects, rather than abstract long-term goals,
energized and motivated the students. Students were additionally motivated by seeing their
work integrated with the work of others, used in a demo, and subsequently extended. Ad-
ditionally, under these short-term system integration deadlines, students had to work, indi-
vidually and jointly, to quickly solve problems as they arose.
Students were also required to attend regular (weekly or bi-weekly) meetings where they
presented their work to the faculty and students from the different research groups. This
challenged students to present their work so that it could be understood by people with
different backgrounds. Additionally, students reported that observing how faculty members
solve problems during these meetings improved their own problem solving skills.
The faculty members involved in the EnHANTs project were heavily engaged in the
student projects. However, faculty members delegated many of the day-to-day student su-
pervision tasks The Ph.D. students provided technical support and guidance to the stu-
dents, tested and verified student projects before integration with EnHANTs prototypes
and testbed, and ensured continuity among the different student projects. While somewhat
time-consuming, these tasks provided the Ph.D. students with important opportunities to
demonstrate and improve their mentorship, leadership, and project management skills.
The EnHANTs prototypes and testbed were frequently demonstrated in different on-site
and off-site presentations. This approach, inspired by agile software development practices,
ensured that a version of the EnHANTs prototypes and testbed was always ready to be
demonstrated. New software or hardware was not integrated without extensive testing and
was designed for backward compatibility. This also reduced the impact of unsuccessful stu-
dent projects. Frequent demonstrations, particularly those conducted off-site, encouraged
students to design and develop robust software, hardware, and algorithms and to extensively
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verify and test their work. This improved the students’ technical skills, and provided them
with an understanding of the quality standards required from technology in “real-world” ap-
plications. Additionally, the testbed demonstrations gave students opportunities to present
their work to vastly different audiences.
The experiences of students working on the EnHANTs project highlighted and rein-
forced the need to foster opportunities for close and continuous cross-group interactions.
The students worked in different labs, focused on different disciplines, and had different
technical skills, priorities, work styles, and expectations. Early on it was discovered that
the gaps between the knowledge of the students with different expertise areas were much
wider than anticipated. For example, Electrical Engineering students were oftentimes un-
familiar with good software development practices, while many Computer Science students
did not understand how to properly handle experimental electronics. Additionally, many
students that were not majoring in Electrical Engineering did not understand the concepts
of frequency-domain signal processing that are essential to the understanding of wireless
networking. These knowledge gaps often lead to both technological and interpersonal issues.
Cross-group problem solving requires students to trust each other’s expertise, but these gaps
in knowledge can make this trust difficult to establish.
When working with students it was important to highlight that such gaps are normal
and should to be treated as a learning opportunity. Ultimately these issues can only be
addressed by establishing, maintaining, and nurturing the connections between the groups
and between the different students. Specifically, the EnHANTs project demonstrated the
importance of the following techniques:
• Extensive use of collaborative tools: As the project has progressed, the use of col-
laborative tools expanded. The EnHANTs project has an internal wiki and an external
website that are kept up to date with shared technical information and documenta-
tion. Less formal Google docs were used to keep the students “on the same page” with
regards to project timelines and tasks.
• Carefully defined interfaces between student projects: Some of the most chal-
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lenging problems arose when a student interfaced his or her project with another
project. The difficulty of solving these interface problems can in certain cases lead
to interpersonal tensions. Designing the interfaces between different technologies was
a challenging task that often required faculty members’ involvement.
• Formalized knowledge transfer process: A large-scale, long-term project necessi-
tates knowledge transfer between the students. While knowledge transfer needs to be
carefully monitored and emphasized, most students embrace it when they see first-hand
that the documentation they create is used by their peers. Similarly, most students
embrace the opportunity to introduce peers to their work and to teach them.
• Showcasing of individual student contributions: With many student projects
integrated into the prototypes, the contributions of some students may not be as visible
as the contributions of others. To address this, workshops were conducted where the
students presented their projects individually. Each student project is also separately
showcased on the EnHANTs project website.
4.4 Assessment and Extensions
After the completion of Phase V of the EnHANTs project in October 2012 we conducted a
survey amongst all 47 high school, undergraduate, and M.S. students that had participated
in the project. The survey contained multiple-choice questions and optional open-ended
questions. The survey response rate was 72%. In the survey’s optional open-ended questions,
students shared many observations, comments, and suggestions about the EnHANTs project
organization. Figures 4.2 and 4.3 show some of the results.
Overall, the students’ experiences were overwhelmingly positive. Over 90% of the stu-
dents believed their project experience to be rewarding and enriching. Over 85% of the
students indicated that working on this project improved their ability to function on multi-
disciplinary teams and to communicate effectively, made them a better computer scientist or
a better engineer, and was a valuable part of their education. 70% of the students indicated
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Figure 4.2: Student survey results of the project’s effectiveness at teaching hard skills.
Figure 4.3: Student survey results of the project’s effectiveness at teaching soft skills.
that working on the project improved their ability to function on multidisciplinary teams
more than any other activity. Additionally, 50% of the students indicated that working on
the project improved their ability to communicate effectively more than any other activ-
ity, and over 40% of the students indicated that this project increased their knowledge of
computer networking more than any other activity.
The students’ impressions on the project organization features provided additional in-
sights into the features’ effectiveness:
• Multidisciplinary projects: Most students enjoyed the multidisciplinary nature of
their projects. When specifying what they liked most about the project, over 50% of
the students commented on one of its multidisciplinary aspects. One student enjoyed
her project being “about both hardware and software”, and said it was “innovative and
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challenging to integrate many different aspects in one”. One student’s favorite thing
about his project was the “integration of my work with other parts of the system – felt
like a cohesive project that mattered more”.
• Ph.D. student mentorship: The majority of students appreciated the support pro-
vided by their Ph.D. student mentors. Over 80% of the students said that their mentor
was approachable and accessible, and provided appropriate help and guidance. Several
students additionally specifically complimented their mentors.
• Frequent cross-group meetings: Most students appreciated the opportunities for
problem-solving and work presentations provided by the regular cross-group meetings.
One student noted that “the meetings are an excellent way for putting everything in the
big picture.” Yet several students also commented that the meetings were unnecessarily
long, and suggested that a better meeting structure should be considered for the future
projects. To improve the quality of the meeting presentations students were encouraged
to discuss their presentation with their Ph.D. mentors.
• Frequent system demonstrations: Over 95% of the students indicated that present-
ing their work was a rewarding and enriching experience. Several students specifically
mentioned the presentation skills amongst the skills they acquired or improved while
working on the EnHANTs project. One student noted that “the opportunity to present
to others was invaluable. Plus it was a lot of fun!”
The majority of the negative feedback focused on insufficient knowledge transfer and the
need for further facilitation of cross-group communications. Several students commented
on the insufficient technical introduction to their project. One student stated that “In the
beginning I felt I didn’t have enough support to ask very basic things”, and another student
noted that “a lot of work goes to waste if you are unable to successfully pass it on to the
next person”. Students noted that “getting everyone on same page was difficult at times”,
and said that “not being able to know exactly what others are doing” was an impediment to
achieving some of their project goals. Based on this feedback, greater emphasis was placed
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on ensuring that students create high-quality, up-to-date documentation, and have been
additionally encouraging the students to independently collaborate with each other.
As of January 2013, 55% of the students have graduated (the other 45% are continuing
their studies). Of the students who have already graduated, 30% continued to higher-level
academic programs. Many students have been accepted to Ph.D. programs in leading uni-
versities such as University of Illinois at Urbana Champaign (UIUC), Princeton, Harvard,
and Carnegie Mellon. The other 70% of the graduates joined different technology companies,
including Microsoft, OPNET, and Oracle. Several students have indicated that working on
the EnHANTs project prepared them for some of the challenges they face in their careers.
For example, one student noted that the “experience presenting my work has been really
helpful in my current job profile”, and another highlighted that“being held accountable for
deadlines and project completeness helped prepare me for work environment”.
4.5 Conclusions
A diverse group of students were engaged in research projects within the EnHANTs project.
Project-based learning was applied to a large-scale interdisciplinary nature of the project
and student outcomes were evaluated using student surveys. The results indicate that the
approach demonstrated is an effective method for teaching technical, professional, and soft
skills.




and Open Source Hardware
5.1 Introduction
Engineering design is an important part of the engineering curriculum [36]. Previous ap-
proaches to teaching engineering design include capstone projects [37] and contests [38].
However these approaches are not easily adapted for off-campus students or non-engineers
and do not scale well. Using the principles of open source hardware and software and
project-based learned, a new approach to teach engineering design was developed.
5.2 Teaching Display Science and Technology
Displays pervade the modern environment. Despite this, the science and technology of
displays are generally not covered in Electrical Engineering curricula. A laboratory-based
course was designed to introduce these concepts through a series of hands-on laboratories
[83]. The lecture component of the course covers a number of issues not standard to the
undergraduate or graduate curriculum, such as the science of vision, the electro-optics of
liquid crystal materials, and the physics of disordered materials such as amorphous and
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polycrystalline semiconductors. The laboratory course offers students the opportunity to
explore different display devices and learn a number of processing technologies that are not
included in standard engineering curricula. These laboratories allow students to produce
three simple but visually compelling devices with a minimum of time and equipment. The
approach presented here can form a basis of a new approach to teaching display technology:
using widely available laboratory equipment to demonstrate the application of engineering
and solid state physics principles in an exciting and practical way.
The labs were later adapted for off-campus students [84]. A lab kit platform based on
an Arduino microcontroller board and open hardware was designed to enable students to
use low-cost, course specific hardware to complete lab exercises at home. The platform
was designed to be accessible to a wide range of students and easily adapted for other
applications. The existing laboratory exercises were modified for use with the platform, and
the platform enabled new exercises that would not be possible given the constraints of a
traditional lab. This approach allows instructors to develop low-cost, accessible, scalable,
flexible lab kits. The platform is especially promising for distributed courses with remote
students, such as massive open online courses (MOOCs).The open nature of the platform
also encourages students and instructors to continually modify and improve the lab kits and
adapt existing lab kits for new courses.
5.2.1 On-Campus Laboratory Exercises
A laboratory-based class in flat panel display technology was developed to introduce fun-
damental concepts of display systems and reinforce these concepts through the fabrication
of three display devices – an inorganic electroluminescent 7-segment display, a dot matrix
organic light emitting diode (OLED) display, and a dot matrix liquid crystal display (LCD).
Fabrication-based laboratories present unique pedagogical and logistical challenges. Many
fabrication processes are quite time consuming, which limits the amount of time for other,
more instructive activities [85]. In most fabrication courses students build a single device
over multiple laboratory sessions. In this course, the laboratory exercises were designed such
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that at the end of each session students have a fully functional, fully addressable display to
take home. Each lab was divided into two parts: fabricating the display and driving the
display. Before each lab, students were given a handout that included the instructions and a
series of pre-lab questions and exercises designed to familiarize students with the the theory
behind the lab. The structure of the laboratory and the pre-labs is especially important for
interdisciplinary courses [86].
The laboratories were designed to completed by groups of four students in three hours.
The fabrication was carried out in the Columbia University Clean Room and the Columbia
Laboratory for Unconventional Electronics. After fabrication each display was bonded to a
breakout board using a heat seal connector (elform). These breakout boards provided an
interface to simplify testing and driving the displays. Each display had its own “shield”,
a printed circuit board that connects to the Arduino. These shields provided an interface
between the display, the necessary driving components, and the Arduino. To enable the labs
to be easily replicated at other universities, the designs for the displays and the Arduino
sheilds are licensed under a Creative Commons license and available online at the course
website [87]. All the materials used in the lab can also be easily sourced. The only required
equipment is a spinner and a thermal evaporator. If a mask aligner is available, the labs can
be used to introduce students to photolithography.
5.2.1.1 Inorganic Electroluminescent Displays
Electroluminescence (EL) from crystalline materials has been known for about a century and
EL from polycrystalline materials was first discovered in 1937 [88]. Today displays based
polycrystalline EL, also known as powder EL or thick film EL, are common commercially.
Indiglo watch backlights and many LCD backlights use thick film EL because of its low cost,
high efficiency, and even surface illumination. In typical polycrystalline EL zinc sulfide is
synthesized in small particles with an excess of copper and lumophore dopants [89]. The
copper precipitates to form nanocrystals of copper sulfide that provide field enhancement
inside the grain. As an AC field is applied, holes tunnel into the zinc sulfide from the copper,
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Figure 5.1: Process flow for the inorganic electroluminescent display.
and become trapped in lumophore centers (such as silver) that are introduced into the zinc
sulfide matrix. Electrons remain mobile and, in the opposite phase of the applied field, enter
the semiconductor matrix from the copper crystals and form an electron-hole pair. This pair
can then radiatively recombine on a lumophore center to produce light.
The first laboratory was designed to introduce students to working in a laboratory. Stu-
dents fabricated two 7-segment displays: a bottom-emitting display and a top-emitting dis-
play. 7-segment displays use seven elements to display representations of arabic numerals.
These displays became popular in the 1970s as small LED and LCD displays became com-
mercially viable, and they are still widely used [90]. The displays were fabricated using
screen printable inks from the the Dupont Luxprint series. Screen printing has emerged
as an important low cost fabrication technique used both for low information content tech-
nologies such as thick film EL and OLED logos [91], and high information density large
format displays such as plasma displays [92] and field emission displays [93]. The process
flow for each display is shown in Fig. 5.1 (adapted from [94]). After each screen printing step
the substrates were placed in an oven and baked at 100◦C for ten minutes to dry the ink.
Conventional polyester silk screens (Dick Blick) were masked using a knife-cut masking film
(Ulano) patterned by a commercial stencil cutter (Bren). PET substrates (DuPont Teijin)
were used for the top-emitting displays. Indium tin oxide (ITO) coated PEN substrates
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Figure 5.2: A finished inorganic electroluminescent display.
(Techni-Met) were used for the bottom-emitting displays. The ITO was patterned by the
instructor by masking the substrate with a knife-cut vinyl mask and etching the substrate in
dilute aqua regia. The vinyl mask was removed following the etch. After a demonstration of
proper screen printing techniques, students created their own displays. The finished display
is shown in Fig. 5.2.
Figure 5.3: Drive scheme for the inorganic electroluminescent display.
The 7-segment displays were driven using a commercial EL power supply module (JKL
Components), seven TRIACs, and seven digital outputs from the Arduino. The basic switch-
ing mechanism is shown in Fig. 5.3a. The common electrode was connected directly to the
first power supply terminal, and each element electrode was connected to the second power
supply terminal through a TRIAC. The gate of each TRIAC was then connected to a digital
output. When an output goes high the TRIAC is triggered, turning on the selected seg-
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ment. To ensure proper operation of the power supply only one segment should be turned
on at a time. Therefore it is necessary to time-multiplex the display as shown in Fig. 5.3b.
Students were provided with sample code that flashed individual segments in sequence, and
were asked to write the code necessary to implement a 7-segment display counter.
5.2.1.2 Organic Light-Emitting Diode Displays
Electroluminescence from organic materials was first observed in 1963 [95]. Strong commer-
cial interest emerged with the development of the first efficient direct injection organic light
emitting diode (OLED) by Tang and Van Slyke at Kodak in 1987, with appreciable light
emission at 7V [96,97]. Excellent OLED-based monochrome and full color displays are now
on the market [98, 99]. OLEDs operate through a mechanism that at least superficially is
similar to that of inorganic LEDs. Electrons are injected from one contact and holes through
the other, and these carriers combine in a radiative process to produce light. High efficiency
OLEDs use two layers: the hole-injecting contact injects into a material which is a good
hole carrier (and poor electron carrier), and the electron-injecting contact into a material
which is a good electron carrier (poor hole carrier). At the interface, holes and electrons
accumulate because they cannot easily move in the medium on the other side. Excitons
(bound electron-hole pairs) are formed at this interface, and radiative recombination occurs.
The second laboratory introduced more advanced fabrication techniques such as spin-
coating, working in a nitrogen environment, and thermal deposition. Students fabricated an
8x8 passive matrix OLED display following the process flow in Fig. 5.4. Students started
with pre-patterned ITO on glass substrates (Lumtec). The samples were cleaned using a
standard solvent clean, spin-coated with PEDOT:PSS, and baked at 100◦C for five minutes.
Following a brief explanation of the importance of a nitrogen environment, the samples were
loaded into a nitrogen glovebox (MBraun). Students loaded their samples in a substrate
holder that was then masked with an organics shadow mask and loaded into a PVD Vacuum
Coating System (A˚mod). After the system was pumped down, students deposited 500A˚ of
E105 followed by 500A˚ of Alq3. The system was vented and the organics shadow mask was
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Figure 5.4: Process flow for the OLED display.
replaced with a metals shadow mask. After another pump-down, students deposited 5A˚ of
LiF followed by 500A˚ of Al. The OLEDs were unloaded and tested inside the glovebox using
a sourcemeter (Keithly). To increase the operational lifetime of the finished displays, the
OLEDs were encapsulated by outlining the active area with a quick-cure epoxy (Hardman)
and placing a glass slide on top. While more advanced encapsulation techniques are avail-
able [100], students reported operational lifetimes in excess of one month with this simple
technique. The finished display is show in Fig. 5.5.
Figure 5.5: A finished OLED display.
The OLED display was driven using an 8-channel high-voltage source driver (Texas In-
struments) and 16-digital outputs from the Arduino. A typical operating point for an in-
dividual pixel was 100µA at 9V. Although OLED displays are typically current-controlled,
a voltage-controlled drive scheme, shown in Fig. 5.6a, was chosen for simplicity. Because



































Figure 5.6: Drive scheme for the OLED display.
the Arduino operates at 5V, the necessary driving voltage was supplied from an external
power supply and switched using the source driver. Each driver input was connected to a
digital output and each driver output was connected to one of the ITO/anode lines. Each
metal/cathode line was connected directly to a digital output. Individual pixels were con-
trolled using the time-multiplexed drive scheme illustrated in Fig. 5.6c. Students were
provided sample code that displayed a fixed pattern and were asked to write code that
displayed useful information.
5.2.1.3 Liquid Crystal Displays
Liquid crystals (LC) are organic materials which in part of their liquid phase exhibit a long-
range crystalline order. A large family of materials has been developed optimizing strong
birefringence, low viscosity, high temperature operation, and other parameters. For this
course students built a twisted nematic liquid crystal display (TN-LCD). Nematic liquid
crystals can form aligned sheets and also have the property that they can align to certain
oriented materials. Traditionally, polyimide rubbed with a cloth is used as an alignment
layer, and this technique was used here. Several new processes (such as ion-beam implanted
diamond-like carbon) have displaced rubbed polyimide industrially. If the rubbed polyimide
sheets are placed with their rubbed axes perpendicular to each other with the liquid crystal
in between, the LC cell imparts a 90 degree twist to the polarization of light. If the cell is
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Figure 5.7: Process flow for the LCD.
placed between crossed polarizers, light can travel through to the other side. Nematic LC
molecules tend to align themselves parallel with both electric fields and surfaces. If no field
is applied, the molecules of the LC material lie parallel to the surface of the cell boundary
and light passing through is twisted. If a strong enough field is applied, the molecules rotate
to line up normal to the glass. This axis has no birefringent activity, and the light from
crossed polarizers is now blocked.
This laboratory was the most fabrication intensive and introduced students to pho-
tolithography, etching, and the assembly process for liquid crystal cells. Students fabricated
an 8x8 passive matrix LCD display following the process flow in Fig. . Students were given a
50mm x 50mm ITO coated glass substrate (Lumtec). The substrates were spin-coated with
photoresist, and then exposed through a mask made using knife-cut rubylith film (Ulano).
The substrates were then developed and hardbaked, and the ITO was etched in dilute aqua
regia. Students then removed the photoresist and cleaned the substrates. Next the samples
were spin-coated with polyimide and baked at 150◦C for five minutes. The samples were
then cleaved in half and the polyimide was rubbed with a microfiber cloth. Spacer beads
(five micron latex spheres suspended in water) were spread on the polyimide and the excess
water was removed using compressed air. The cells were glued together using a small amount
quick-cure epoxy in each of the four corners. A liquid crystal (4-n-pentyl-4’-cyanobiphenyl,
Aldrich) was then injected into the cell using capillary action. Finally, polarizing film was
attached to each side of the display. The finished display is shown in Fig. 5.8.
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Figure 5.8: A finished LCD display.
Figure 5.9: Drive scheme for the LCD.
The LCD was driven using a resistor pullup network and 16-digital outputs from the
Arduino. Liquid crystals are typically driven with an AC waveform, to keep the ions in the
cell from forming a permanent image field which cancels the applied field. The connections
and waveforms used to drive the display are shown in Fig. 5.9. Each segment electrode
was connected to digital output and each backplane electrode was connected to a digital
output through the resistor pullup network. Unaddressed backplane electrodes were held at
2.5V by and tri-stating the output on that line. Contrast was controlled by modulating the
duty cycle of the pulse used to drive the display. Students were provided sample code that
displayed a fixed pattern, and were asked to write code that displayed useful information.
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5.2.1.4 Assessment and Extensions
The course was offered as a graduate-level electrical engineering class twice at MIT and
five times at Columbia. Approximately half of the students who completed the course were
senior-level undergraduates and approximately one third were from outside the Department
of Electrical Engineering. In the fall 2009 iteration of the course, students were asked to
complete an anonymous, online survey after each lab. The results of the surveys are compiled
in Table 5.1. Student satisfaction with a particular lab depended strongly on the yield of
the fabrication process. The OLED lab, the highest rated lab with a score of 4.1, has a
straightforward and forgiving fabrication process, and every student was able to fabricate a
functional display. In contrast, the LCD lab, the lowest rated lab with a score of 3.6, has a
more demanding fabrication process, and only half of the students were able to fabricate a
functional display. The survey results and informal feedback suggested a number of ways to
improve the laboratory experience. Device yield, and student satisfaction, could be increased
by making the fabrication process more robust or by providing more training for students
with limited fabrication experience. The labs also tended to run longer than expected,
but often had long periods of downtime. This time was typically used to demonstrate
other important concepts related to the labs or answer questions. To shorten the labs, the
fabrication process could be modified to allow students to perform more steps in parallel or
use pre-prepared samples.
These responses indicate that the labs were generally successful in engaging students and
introducing them to the course concepts. The pre-lab activities, a combination of qualitative
and quantitative questions about the display technology and fabrication techniques cover the
lab, ensured students were prepared and could use their time in the lab efficiently. Typically
students were asked to describe the physical operation of the display, outline the fabrication
process flow, write code to drive the display, and calculate properties of the display such
as brightness, contrast, luminous efficiency, and scalability. Generally, students with more
thorough pre-lab write-ups were more likely to fabricate a functional display than other
students.
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Table 5.1: Results from an evaluation of the on-campus laboratory exercises.
Question Score (1-5)
The lab reinforced material covered in the lectures 4.1
The pre-lab questions provided a good introduction to the labs 4.3
Dividing the labs into two parts (driving and fabrication) was helpful 4.1
The fabrication process was well documented and well executed 3.8
The documentation for the drive shield was adequate 3.9
Overall I am satisfied with the lab experience 4.4
5.2.2 Remote Laboratory Exercises
Universities are moving more courses online, which is a challenge for courses with substantial
laboratory components. Three popular approaches to recreating the laboratory experience
off-site are virtual labs, which model the necessary hardware in software; remote labs, which
provide control of the necessary hardware over the internet; and distributed labs, which
provide the necessary hardware in take-home lab kits. There is no consensus on the most
effective format [101], but it is generally agreed that the ideal lab would be low-cost, scalable,
provide students with hands-on interaction and realistic data, have little or no time and place
restrictions, and allow for collaboration [102]. Distributed labs have traditionally been used
for software courses, but as the cost of hardware decreases they become an attractive option
for more courses [103]. Recently distributed lab kits have been used in courses covering
digital design [104], control systems [105], and circuit theory [106].
Using open hardware and software can encourage the widespread adoption of distributed
lab kits. Lab kits often require extensive development time to design the hardware, software,
and lab exercises. For example, one kit required 190 hours of development time and was
only used for one course [104]. In contrast, once an open lab kit has been developed, other
instructors can use the designs as the basis for their own kits, which can greatly reduce
development time. Additionally, instructors can share the hardware and software specifi-
cations with students. This allows students to look under the hood and better understand
the underlying components and processes. This approach can also decrease cost. Labs that
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previously required expensive hardware can be redesigned using lower cost hardware. This
has the added benefit of requiring instructors to more carefully consider a lab’s hardware
requirements. Oftentimes experiments can be overdesigned and the hardware’s advanced
and unnecessary functionality can obscure the lab’s learning objectives.
5.2.2.1 Lab Kit Design
It was assumed that students would have different backgrounds and different programming
and prototyping abilities. The lab kits had to be accessible to students with limited expe-
rience, but powerful enough to enable students to perform meaningful exercises. Therefore
the kits were designed around the Arduino open-source electronics prototyping platform.
Arduino provides a complete, flexible, easy-to-use hardware and software platform that is
widely used by artists, designers, and hobbyists. The ideal lab kit platform should work on
any hardware and operating system with minimal manual configuration by the student. The
Arduino integrated development environment (IDE) is available for Windows, OS X, and
Linux systems and comes with numerous tutorials and extensive documentation. Software
compatibility and lack of documentation were students main source of dissatisfaction with
lab kits [105]. Students can familiarize themselves with the platform at their own pace and
use the troubleshooting pages to quickly and easily solve common problems.
The Arduino interfaces with other components through a specially designed printed cir-
cuit board (PCB). All the design files for the lab kit PCBs were released under a Creative
Commons Attribution-Share Alike 3.0 license in an effort to encourage students to examine
and modify the designs. These files were created using CadSoft EAGLE, a popular circuit
design software package available at no cost for non-commercial use. The students are also
provided the schematic and board layout files. Having access to these files allows them to
reverse engineer the kits and to later adapt and expand the designs for future projects. These
designs are included in Appendix B.
Controlling costs is also important in making the kits accessible. Kits with expensive
hardware could be loaned to students for the duration of the class, but this would create
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logistical complications for remote students and discourage students from taking ownership
of the kit. Therefore it was decided that students should purchase the lab kits for $100,
about the cost of a textbook. When purchased in large quantities the Arduino board costs
less than $30. This board can also be used for other courses that require lab kits to further
reduce costs. The unit cost of the shields decreases dramatically for large orders. For this
course 25 sets of shields were purchased for $10 each, but the cost can be as low as $5 each
for larger courses. The other $60 was spent on lab specific hardware.
When selecting components it is important to find a balance between functionality and
price. Kits with a small number of more expensive, more advanced components allow stu-
dents to perform more complex experiments, while kits with a larger number of less expensive,
simpler components allow students to perform a wider range of experiments. The lab kits
were designed using inexpensive components because they are generally more accessible and
adaptable. Surplus electronics suppliers were found to be a good source for large quantities
of inexpensive hardware; however the stock of these suppliers is constantly changing. When
using surplus hardware the lab kits should be designed to accommodate a range of different
components depending on availability.
5.2.2.2 Adapted Lab Exercises
The original lab exercises were designed for a traditional laboratory environment, which
allows for a wide range of hardware choices, but imposes time and place restrictions. For
take-home labs, the situation is reversed. Some exercises have to be modified to meet the
new hardware limitations, but new exercises can be added to take advantage of the lack of
time restraints. Because remote students may not have access to the same facilities as on-
campus students, the only equipment required to complete the lab exercises was a soldering
iron, to assemble the shields, and a computer, to program the Arduino and collect data.
All of the lab documentation and instructions were posted on the course website. Students
were required to read the relevant documentation and answer a series of pre-lab questions
before each exercise. Some of the exercises also had questions that students completed as
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they worked through the lab. On-campus students were given the option to perform the labs
at home or in a traditional lab.
In the first lab students explored different aspects of human perception, such as color
mixing, persistence of vision, and relative brightness. In the previous on-campus lab exer-
cises, students performed these experiments using expensive equipment including an Ocean
Optics USB4000 Miniature Fiber Optic Spectrometer ($2450) and a Konica Minolta LS-100
luminance meter ($3400). Students used the spectrometer to find the dominant wavelengths
of different colors on a computer monitor. This demonstrated that all the colors produced
the monitor are a combination of red, green, and blue light. Students used the luminance
meter to measure the contrast ratio of different displays under different lighting conditions.
These measurements were also used to examine how the human visual system handles differ-
ent levels of absolute brightness. All of these experiments can be approximately replicated
using a low-cost color light sensor. The kits used a TCS3200D ($4) color light-to-frequency
converter, which consists of an array of silicon photodiodes and color filters. While the data
the sensor provides is not as detailed as the data from the spectrometer or the luminance
meter, it still illustrates the basic concepts. Students were provided with skeleton code that
sent basic commands to the sensor and modified the code to perform the measurements. For
more advanced labs, it would also be possible to interface the Arduino with other programs,
such as Processing, LabVIEW, or MATLAB, using serial communication to perform more
complex data acquisition and analysis.
Many of the previous on-campus lab exercises focused on the fabrication of different
displays. These labs could not be easily replicated for the lab kit due to the expensive
materials or equipment required, but they could be modified to emphasize controlling or
driving a display instead. The lab kit exercises used three commercially available displays
similar to the fabricated displays: a multi-segment EL display, a dot matrix inorganic LED
display, and a graphic LCD. Each display came with a drive shield, the required interface
hardware, and Arduino code that demonstrated the appropriate drive scheme for the display.
The first exercise for each display was modifying the existing code to perform different
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tasks. This was intended to demonstrate the capabilities and limitations of each display. In
subsequent exercises students compared the brightness, contrast ratio, power consumption,
and scalability of the different displays. Students were required to write their own code for
these exercises. These exercises were informative but time-consuming and would not have
been appropriate for a traditional lab.
As a final exercise students were required to design and build an Arduino-controlled
display module. All students were required to provide the schematics and board layouts
for their module, a well-documented control software library, a module datasheet, a final
report, and a final presentation. On-campus students were also required to build functional
prototype. Due to concerns over sourcing parts, remote students were encouraged, but not
required, to build a prototype. The project requirements specified the number of unique ad-
dressable elements in the display, the maximum power consumption, and a standard Arduino
interface, but were otherwise intentionally open-ended to encourage students to experiment
with different display technologies and driving schemes.
This design project can be used to roughly assess the teaching effectiveness of using lab
kits and open hardware. If this approach truly encourages students to study and understand
the underlying hardware and provides the same experience for all students, projects from
remote students and projects from on-campus students should display the same level of
technical complexity and professionalism.
Figure 5.10: An example on-campus student project.
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Figure 5.11: An example remote student project.
The first project, built by two on-campus students and shown in Fig. 5.10, used 9
three-segment EL displays to create a unique clock. The time is indicated by outlining
the appropriate hour in a 3x4 grid and displaying the minutes and seconds using two 6-bit
binary counters. The second project, built by a remote student and shown in Fig. 5.11,
implemented a game of pong using a dot matrix LED display, 7-segment LED displays, and
potentiometers. Both projects were well documented and the students demonstrated a solid
understanding of the capabilities and limitations of their displays. In general, the on-campus
students used the resources available in the laboratory to experiment with new hardware and
drive schemes, while the remote student used the well-established hardware from the lab
kit and focused on adding complexity by integrating more components and improving the
control software. For many students this was their first time designing electronics and the
simplicity of the Arduino platform allowed these students to focus on the important aspects
of the project. Students with limited experience were able to use the existing hardware
designs, source code, and documentation to quickly learn the tools and techniques necessary
to complete the project.
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5.2.3 Assessment and Extensions
The labs had been run as traditional on-campus labs three times before being adapted
to the lab kit framework. Using this new framework the labs were completed by 10 on-
campus students and 2 remote students. After each lab students were asked to complete
an anonymous online survey. The results of the surveys are compiled in Table 5.2. The
survey did not differentiate between on-campus and remote students. Overall students were
very satisfied with the lab experience and had a very positive impression of the Arduino
platform. Many students are now using the Arduino in their senior design projects or their
research. However, some students with limited prototyping or programming experience
initially seemed overwhelmed by the platform. In the future a recitation session could be
added that to provide an introduction to the Arduino. On-campus, students were evenly
divided on their preference for take-home or traditional labs. 40% preferred take-home labs,
30% preferred traditional labs, and 30% had no preference.
Table 5.2: Results from an evaluation of the remote laboratory exercises.
Question Score (1-5)
I am satisfied with the lab kit 4.75
The lab kit was reasonably priced 4.5
I am satisfied with the lab experience and project experiences 4.75
The perception lab provided a good introduction to Arduino 4
Overall impression of the Arduino platform 4.75
I am likely to use the Arduino for future projects 4.75
More experienced students appreciated the extra time take-home labs provided to trou-
bleshoot equipment, perform measurements, and experiment on their own. Students with
less experience preferred traditional labs so they could obtain instant feedback from the
TA. Overall, the remote students were more experienced and adequate assistance could be
provided using email. For less experienced remote students virtual lab times could be estab-
lished. During these times students could obtain instant feedback from the TA using instant
messaging or video conferencing. More detailed documentation, including step-by-step in-
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structions or video tutorials, would be helpful for both on-campus and remote students.
Based on these results, the initial implementation of the lab kits was successful. A larger
scale study needs to be conducted to determine the effectiveness of the platform in larger
courses, courses with lower-division students, and non-elective, core courses. Compared to
other lab kits, this platform offers the same low-cost, scalable, hands-on lab experience while
decreasing development time for instructors and increasing transparency to students. Like
other lab kits, there are inherent limitations on the hardware and tools available to students.
The platform minimizes these limitations by emphasizing the use of low-cost open hardware
specifically designed to meet the needs of the lab exercises. As hardware prices continue to
fall and open source hardware becomes more popular this platform will become increasingly
attractive to instructors.
The lab kits were initially designed for an interdisciplinary elective course, but they can
be adapted to other courses. Due to the hardware limitations, the kits are not suitable for
courses that require expensive, high-performance hardware, such as upper-division technical
courses. However, the kits are well suited to lower-division introductory courses or interdis-
ciplinary courses. For example, the platform could be used to develop lab kits for a course
that covers solid-state electronics. Using these kits students could characterize common elec-
tronic components such as BJTs, MOSFETs, LEDs, and solar cells. The kits would emulate
a digital multimeter, source measure unit, oscilloscope, and function generator. These kits
would be similar to kits that use a National Instruments USB data acquisition board ($279),
but they would reduce costs by using open source hardware and software [106]. Such a kit
could also be used for courses covering circuit theory and signal processing. Initially the
kits would use basic hardware and software, but students could be encouraged to contribute
improvements to the kits. When appropriate, student projects could be focused on designing
new modules for the kits. The same kit could even be used for multiple courses. As the
courses cover increasingly complex topics new hardware could be introduced as necessary.
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5.3 Teaching Electronics Fabrication to Non-Engineers
The remote lab kit platform was applied to external projects targeted at non-university
students. A workshop was developed to teach artists, designers, and hobbyists how to de-
sign and build custom user interfaces. The electronics used in these interfaces are based on
organic, amorphous inorganic, and other unconventional electronics and can be fabricated
using rapid prototyping tools. These electronics are ideal for applications that require me-
chanical flexibility or large-area sensing. Three workshops were held at the 2010, 2011, and
2012 at the Tangible, Embedded and Embodied Interaction Conference [107–109].
5.3.1 Displays
The first workshop focused on displays. Many projects use a pre-packaged display module
for this purpose. For example, the electronics retailer SparkFun offers a wide variety of
display modules including 7-segment displays, character displays, matrix displays, and even
graphic displays for less than $50. These displays offer a simple plug-and-play interface, but
they are also limited in many important ways. Their form factor is fixed and their function-
ality may be limited by their control software. Many projects would greatly benefit from a
custom display. The goal of this workshop was to expose participants to alternatives to pre-
packaged display modules. During the workshop participants learned how to determine the
requirements for a display and select the appropriate technology and fabrication techniques
to create it. This enabled the participants to create novel, application specific displays for
their future projects.
The workshop took a top-down approach to teaching participants about displays and
was divided into three distinct learning phases: understanding displays, fabricating displays,
and designing displays. In the understanding displays phase participants learned the basic
operating principles of several different displays. This was a hands-on learning experience
and participants were provided with several different modules that they can assemble, dis-
assemble, program, and reprogram. The first set of modules demonstrated how the human
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Figure 5.12: Participants at the TEI’10 workshop.
visual system perceives and interprets color and motion. The second set of modules covered
a wide range of display technologies, including LED displays, Organic LED (OLED) dis-
plays, liquid crystal displays (LCDs), electroluminescent (EL) displays, vacuum fluorescent
displays (VFD), and cold-cathode nixie tubes.
In the fabricating displays phase, shown in Fig. 5.12, participants learned about the
fabrication techniques used to produce commercial displays and, more importantly, how to
apply these techniques at home to fabricate an electroluminescent display. This introduced
participants to using screen-printing, a simple, yet versatile fabrication technique usually
applied to artistic projects, to fabricate electronics.
In the designing displays phase participants combined their knowledge from the first
two phases and designed their own displays. The participants assembled an Arduino-based
prototyping platform that allowed them to control the displays they made in the previous
phase. This platform also provides a simple interface between other commercial or custom
displays. The workshop concluded with an introduction to computer-aided design software
and a discussion of best practices for designing displays. The workshop covered a range of
important fundamental topics related to human perception and displays including persistence
of vision, additive color mixing, and display interfacing, addressing, and multiplexing.
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5.3.2 Sensors
The second workshop focused on sensors. Participants used simple control electronics and
a range of unconventional materials to design and build a custom interactive system that
combined organic light-emitting diodes and piezoelectric pressure sensors. When developing
prototype interactive systems, researchers and designers are often limited to using com-
mercial off-the-shelf components. Many of these components were not designed with their
specific application in mind and therefore may be less than ideal. Conventional sensors
and electronics are not suited to create systems that must be large, flexible, non-planar,
or fabricated directly on materials that cannot tolerate high processing temperatures. This
workshop presented a collection of devices, materials, and fabrication techniques to enable
the creation of interactive systems that could not be built using conventional electronics.
Participants designed and built an interactive system that combines two relatively simple
elements: an organic light-emitting diode (OLED) and a piezoelectric pressure sensor. The
workshop was divided into different phases that covered how to design, build, and test
the system. The participants gained an understanding of the advantages and challenges of
working with unconventional electronics.
The workshop began with a brief introduction to sensors. Participants took measure-
ments using familiar conventional pre-packaged sensors and unconventional custom-fabricated
sensors. These measurements demonstrated the need for techniques for processing sensor
data and highlighted important differences in sensitivity, resolution, and power consumption
between conventional and unconventional sensors. The workshop covered a range of impor-
tant fundamental topics related to sensors including sensor range and resolution, sampling
and filtering techniques, and power consumption.
Next the participants used simple fabrication techniques, such as screen-printing and
spin coating, to build two devices. The first device is an OLED based on a Tris(2,2’-
bipyridine)ruthenium(II) complex. A layer of antimony tin oxide (ATO), a transparent
conductor, is screened on a plastic square. The light emitting material is blanket deposited
using spin coating. To finish the device, a layer of gallium indium (GaIn) eutectic is screened
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on top. This creates a red OLED with a turn-on voltage of less than 12 V. The second de-
vice is a pressure sensor based on the piezoelectric material polyvinylidene fluoride (PVDF).
A layer of silver is screen printed on the top and bottom of a poled PVDF film. When a
pressure is applied a charge is generated across the two silver electrodes.
Lastly, the participants designed and built their own interactive system. The OLEDs
and pressure sensors can be fabricated on a single large-area, mechanically flexible PVDF
substrate to create an integrated sensor system. The behavior of the system can be changed
using an Arduino-based control platform. This system could be used to create a Simon-like
memory game or a light-up drum kit. After a brief introduction to LayoutEditor, a computer
aided design program for device fabrication, and a discussion of how to design devices, some
participants designed their own system. Custom screens can be quickly produced using the
designs from LayoutEditor, a water-soluble knife-cut film, and a portable cutting plotter.
This allowed participants to explore systems with unique form factors and device designs.
The workshop concluded with a discussion on ways to use other unconventional electronics
in interactive systems. Example devices are shown in Fig. 5.13
Figure 5.13: A finished system with a PVDF touch sensor and an EL display.
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5.3.3 User interfaces
The final workshop focused on combining display and sensors to create user interfaces. The
workshop combined familiar rapid prototyping tools with unfamiliar materials to demon-
strate how to fabricate electronic devices. Participants designed and fabricated a laser cut
capacitive touch pad and a printed organic light emitting diode (OLED) display that can be
combined to create a unique custom game.
Figure 5.14: Proposed memory game design for the user interface workshop.
The workshop began with a brief introduction to different electronic devices and their
operating principles. This introduction covered a range of devices, but special emphasis was
placed on the two devices that participants will build: a capacitive touch pad and an OLED
display. The capacitive touch pad consists of patterned transparent indium tin oxide (ITO)
electrodes on a plastic substrate. Another conductor, such as a finger, in close proximity to
an electrode causes a change in the capacitance of the electrode. The OLED display consists
of an electroluminescent conductive polymer between an ITO anode and a low work-function
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metal cathode. Different polymers produce different wavelengths of light [110]. This work-
shop used three common polymers: red-emitting poly[2-methoxy-5-(2’-ethylhexoxy)-1,4-
phenylene vinylene] (MEH-PPV), green-emitting poly[2-(4-(3’,7’-dimethyloctyloxy)-phenyl)-
p-phenylene vinylene] (P-PPV), and blue-emitting poly(9,9-dioctylfluorenyl-2,7-diyl) (PFO).
In the workshop the OLEDs were fabricated by laser ablating the ITO with a laser cutter,
dispensing the polymer material from MakerBot equipped with a Frostruder, and melting
indium solder on top of the polymer to create the cathode. These techniques allowed par-
ticipants to quickly and easily create devices with elements of arbitrary shapes and sizes.
The fabrication process necessary to create a Simon game is shown in Fig. 5.14. The game
combines a four electrode touch pad and a four color OLED display. A yellow element is cre-
ated by depositing both red and green emitting polymers. The system is controlled through
an Arduino interface shield that includes a Freescale MPR121 Proximity Capacitive Touch
Sensor Controller, which can control up to 12 touch pad electrodes, and an STP08DP05
8-bit constant current LED sink, which can drive up to 8 OLEDs.
Figure 5.15: Modified edge-lit memory game for the user interface workshop.
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Finally participants went through the process of designing and building a custom game.
Participants designed their games in Inkscape using a provided template. This template was
converted to CAD files used by the laser cutter and MakerBot to fabricate the necessary
devices. The devices were fabricated and assembled by the participants and then connected
to the control system and programmed. Unfortunately due to logistical constraints at the
workshop site, it was not possible to fabricate the OLED devices. Instead, edge-lit acrylic
displays were used. The modified game structure is show in Fig. 5.15 and a finished game
is shown in Fig. 5.16
Figure 5.16: Completed edge-lit memory game for the user interface workshop.
5.4 Conclusions
A series of hands-on fabrication labs were developed to teach students about display science
and technology. These exercises cover a range of topics and fabrication techniques that are
not included in standard engineering curricula. The laboratories allow students to produce
simple yet visually compelling devices with a minimum of time and equipment. The labs
were later adapted for off-campus students by designing an open source lab kit platform. A
workshop based on the lab kits was developed to teach artists, designers, and hobbyists how
to design and build custom user interfaces using thin-film electronics and rapid prototyping
tools.
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Chapter 6
Conclusions and Future Work
6.1 Contributions of This Work
This work has demonstrated different enabling technologies for Energy Harvesting Active
Networked Tags (EnHANTs), a new type of wireless device in the domain between RFIDs
and sensor networks. The realization of EnHANTs requires a reconsideration of protocols on
all levels of the networking stack and tight integration of the networking and communications
protocols with the enabling hardware technologies. First, this work described the design and
development of the EnHANT prototypes. The current prototypes use thin-film batteries and
thin-film photovoltaics optimized for indoor light harvesting, form multihop networks using
ultra-low-power Ultra-Wideband Impulse Radio (UWB-IR) transceivers, and implement en-
ergy harvesting adaptive networking protocols. Second, this work described a testbed and
portable data collection device that allows the EnHANTs prototypes to be exposed to re-
peatable conditions based on real-world light and motion energy availability data. Third,
this work described a new approaches to characterizing photovoltaics under indoor light con-
ditions. A proof-of-concept system was built to evaluate different photovoltaic technologies
under a standardized set of radiant intensities and spectral compositions.
Techniques to structure student research projects within the EnHANTs project were also
developed and demonstrated to be an effective method for teaching technical, professional,
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and soft skills. Additionally, open source hardware was applied to EnHANTs project and
extended into other domains. A laboratory-based class in flat panel display technology was
developed. The course introduced fundamental concepts of display systems and reinforces
these concepts through the fabrication of three display devices. A lab kit platform was
developed to enable remote students to complete the lab exercises remotely. This platform
was also applied to external projects targeted at non-university students. A workshop was
developed to teach artists, designers, and hobbyists how to design and build custom user
interfaces using thin-film electronics and rapid prototyping tools. Surveys of the students
and workshop participants showed that this platform is an effective teaching tool and can
be easily adapted and expanded.
6.2 Future Work
Future work on the EnHANTs prototype will focus on developing hardware, software, and
algorithms that will support the realization of the long-term EnHANTs vision, and on exten-
sive algorithm evaluation using the developed testbed. New designs will integrate hardware
components tailored for the future EnHANT form factor, such as thin film batteries and
flexible antennas. Additionally, future generations of the EnHANT prototypes will use an
ultra-low-power microcontroller, which will allow the entire prototype to be powered by en-
ergy harvested by the energy harvesting module. In parallel, MAC protocols for ultra low
power UWR-IR communications and lightweight distributed energy harvesting adaptive pro-
tocols for large-scale multihop networks will be developed. These developments will present
a new set of hardware challenges for the Energy Harvesting Module.
Future work on the EnHANTs testbed will focus on increasing the number of nodes that
can be supported and developing new hardware and software to acquire and replay real world
energy availability traces. Future versions of the portable data collection unit will be smaller,
lighter and be able to record light and motion availability simultaneously. The possibility
of using commodity hardware, such as smartphones, to collect similar data will also be
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explored. Collecting energy availability with smartphones would enable studies with more
participants and wider demographics. A more complete understanding of environmental
energy availability and the ability to evaluate algorithms under these real-world conditions
will lead to more efficient networking algorithms for EnHANTs.
Future work on the lab kit platform will focus on expanding and improving its capabil-
ities. The platform was designed to be accessible to a wide range of students and easily
adapted for other applications. The open nature of the platform also encourages students
and instructors to continually modify and improve the lab kits and adapt existing lab kits
for new courses. The approaches presented can form a basis of a new approach to teaching
fabrication techniques to a wide range of students using open source hardware and widely
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Appendix A
Fabricating Electronics with Rapid
Prototyping Tools
A.1 Introduction
The goal of this project was to explore the combination of two emerging technologies: 3D
printing and printable electronics. Desktop 3D printers that allow users to print a wide
range of mechanical structures are becoming more affordable and accessible. At the same
time researchers have demonstrated printable electronic devices, such as transistors, solar
cells, and light emitting diodes. Advances in materials [111,112] and fabrication techniques
will continue to increase the performance and affordability of both technologies. These two
technologies have been largely independent, but combining them would enable exciting new
possibilities that extend the personal factory concept to functional objects.
This work demonstrated the ability to combine 3D printed mechanical structures and
three dimensional conductive traces. This is the first step toward combining 3D printing and
printable electronics, which would fundamentally change the process of rapid prototyping
embedded systems.
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A.2 Experimental setup
One of the most accessible and wide spread 3D printing technologies is fused deposition
modeling (FDM), which builds objects layer by layer by extruding thermoplastic materials.
One approach to printing conductive traces, arguably the most fundamental building block
of all electronics, with these systems is to replace the non-conductive thermoplastic with
an extrudable conductive material. There are currently no commercially available materials
with the necessary properties, but researchers have demonstrated thermoplastics doped with
conductive material that are attractive candidates [113]. A more common approach has been
to add additional hardware. Some examples include a heated syringe that dispenses a low
melting point solder [114], a device that lays down solid core wire [115], and a pneumatic
syringe that dispenses conductive slurries and pastes [116]. The major limitation of all these
approaches is they are generally limited to printing only in the XY plane.
An alternative approach is to use a spray deposition system based on a commercial
airbrush and room temperature air drying conductive inks. Spray deposition allows for easy
conformal deposition of materials on non-planar, non-uniform surfaces [117]. The platform
consists of an off the shelf 3DTouch triple head 3D printer (BitsfromBytes) and a single action
gravity fed airbrush (Iwata). The airbrush is mounted vertically parallel to the extruder
heads and is triggered by a servo motor that depresses the trigger. The electronics for the
third extruder have been removed and additional hardware has been added to turn on the
airbrush when a command to turn on extruder 3 is issued. This modification eliminated the
need to modify the 3D printer firmware. The important process parameters for deposition
are air pressure, spray time, and the distance between the nozzle and the surface. Proper
adjustment of these parameters is essential to ensure uniform coverage in the XY plane and
good sidewall coverage in the XZ and YZ planes.
The ideal conductive material would be low cost, nontoxic, and widely available, and
its viscosity and curing conditions should be compatible with the deposition system used.
The conductive film produced should also have high conductivity, high uniformity, and good
surface adhesion. After a thorough search, two candidate materials, CuPro-Cote copper
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Figure A.1: The modified 3D printer with the airbrush attachment.
paint and Electrodag 915 silver paint, were selected. The copper paint is water-based, lower
cost, lower conductivity and designed for large area applications, such as EMF shielding.
The silver ink is solvent based, higher conductivity, and designed for small area applications,
such as scanning electron microscope sample preparation. Previous research has extensively
characterized materials, deposition techniques, and conventional substrates for printed elec-
tronics, but extruded thermoplastic substrates have not been characterized. Due to the
nature of the printing process the surface will be have periodic non-uniformities. Horizontal,
vertical, and angled surfaces will have different characteristics that depend strongly on the
extrusion process.
The three most common materials used in FDM systems are acrylonitrile butadiene
styrene (ABS), polylactic acid (PLA), and polyvinyl alcohol (PVA). PVA is soluble in water
and sodium hydroxide (KOH) solution, PLA is soluble in KOH solution but insoluble water,
and ABS is insoluble in both water and KOH solution. PLA and PVA are commonly
used as support material for ABS structures, but they can also be used as a sacrificial
mask material to pattern the conductive traces. The conductive traces, when dried, are not
affected by immersion in water or KOH solution. If the minimum trace width achievable
by airbrush deposition is not sufficient, then a sacrificial PLA or PVA mask can be printed
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before deposition. In this case the minimum trace width is constrained by the minimum
feature size of the extruded PLA or PVA mask.
The process required to go from 3D model to 3D printed object is nontrivial. Typically
a model is designed in a 3D CAD program and exported as an .STL file. Bitsfrombytes
provides a program called Axon which processes these .STL files and generates a series of
commands, called G-codes, to send to the printer. When the G-code is sent to the printer
a microcontroller parses the commands and controls the hardware to perform the actions
specified by the G-code. Adding additional hardware requires repurposing existing G-codes
or implementing additional G-codes by modifying the firmware. The modified hardware
allows the software to treat the airbrush deposition system as a normal extruder loaded with
conductive material.
This is a rather complex toolchain and errors can be introduced along the way, even
for simple mechanical structures. Current 3D file formats, such as STL, only contain in-
formation about geometric structures. Integrating information about functional electronic
components is difficult. Printed circuit boards are defined by a schematic netlist, a list of
all the components and the connections between them, and a board layout, the physical
location of the components and the traces that connect them. As the platform evolves there
will be a need for an integrated file format, similar to the proposed RepRap File Format.
A.3 Test structures
To prove the masking concept a structure that consists of a series of simple two-dimensional
conductive traces on an ABS substrate was built. The traces were patterned with a PLA
masking layer. After the structure was printed the conductive material was deposited and
allowed to dry. Finally the structure was placed in a KOH bath to remove the PLA. Using
this method, the minimum width of dense traces produced by the platform was decreased
from 2.5mm without masking to 1mm with masking.
Another test structure demonstrated the possibility of truly three dimensional traces.
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Figure A.2: Design for a 2D trace test structure with an ABS substrate (red), PVA mask
(blue), and conductive ink (green).
Figure A.3: A printed and functional 3D trace.
The structure was printed in ABS without a mask. The contact pads are 4mm x 4mm and
separated by a horizontal distance of 10mm and a vertical distance of 4mm. The conductive
material was deposited after the structure was printed. Sidewall coverage was achieved by
starting deposition on the bottom contact pad and moving the airbrush along the trace
toward the top contact pad. In this case the trace is short enough that the sidewall can
be completely covered after printing. Taller traces could be achieved by depositing the
conductive material during the print. The finished test structure is shown in Fig. A.3. The
resistance between the pads varies between 25Ω and 100Ω depending on the area of the pads
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contacted. This resistance can be reduced by modifying the printing process of the ABS
structure to decrease the surface roughness of the substrate. These two relatively simple test
structures, while unimpressive in themselves, prove that it will be possible to print complex
structures with embedded three dimensional conductive traces.
To explore the capabilities of the system several prototype structures that could be
printed using this platform were developed. The first prototype is a single sided printed
circuit board (PCB). A .DXF file was generated from a printed circuit board layout (EAGLE)
and used to construct a 3D model in a constructive solid geometry modeler (OpenSCAD).
This model, which includes a masking layer, can then be exported as an STL file and 3D
printed. An example PCB with the conductive material deposited and mask removed is
shown in Fig. A.4.
Figure A.4: 3D printed PCB
This technique allows for the simple fabrication of single sided surface mount or through
hole PCBs. Components can be attached using conductive epoxy or low temperature solder.
Compared to other PCB manufacturing processes, such as milling copper clad sheets, this
is a completely additive process. This process could also be expanded to include multilayer
PCBs and three dimensional printed circuit boards with arbitrary shapes with functional
objects, such as the push button shown in Fig. A.5.
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Figure A.5: 3D printed button
A.4 Conclusions
Unconventional electronics and rapid prototyping tools can enable the next generation of
open source hardware. Starting from the laboratory exercises presented in Chapter 5, a
series of workshops was developed to demonstrate new materials and fabrication techniques.
This work demonstrated demonstrated the ability to combine 3D printed mechanical struc-
tures and three dimensional conductive traces. It is possible to improve the functionality
of the hardware, by adding and tilt to the airbrush, testing new materials, such as trans-
parent conductors and electroluminescent materials, and developing new software to design
structures that combine electrical and mechanical elements. Taken together these advances
represent progress toward the a collection of devices that can be integrated into complex
systems and investigating new materials and fabrication techniques to enable the fabrication
of these devices outside of the lab.
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Appendix B
Modern Display Science and
Technology Printed Circuit Boards
This appendix includes the EAGLE schematic and board layout files for the Modern Dis-
play Science and Technology course. The files are licensed under a Creative Commons
Attribution-Share Alike 3.0 license and available online at http://sites.google.com/site/elen4193/
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Figure B.1: EL Shield Design Files
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Figure B.2: EL Shield Design Files
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Figure B.3: OLED Shield Schematic
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Figure B.4: OLED Shield Board
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Figure B.5: LCD Shield Schematic
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Figure B.6: LCD Shield Board
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Figure B.7: Nixie Shield Schematic
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Figure B.8: Nixie Shield Board
